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Extending the East Asian Miracle:
Microeconomic Evidence from Korea
Do THE ECONOMIESOF East Asia need to undertakefundamentaleconomic reform to resume a path of strong economic growth? This vital
question, posed in the wake of the economic crisis of 1997, has divided
both economists and policymakers.
The case against major structural reform begins with the dramatic
growth of these economies over the past twenty years. For example,
Korea, the focus of this paper, has transformed itself into a major
economic power, exporting cars and semiconductors to the world and
quintupling its GDP per capita between 1970 and 1995. East Asia's
achievement is all the more remarkable given that most developing
countries have achieved very little development and have fallen further
behind the advanced economies. Indeed, East Asia has been used as an
example to understand how other countries could achieve more rapid
economic development and convergence. I
According to those who contend that major reform is unnecessary,
the crisis of 1997 was the result of macroeconomic (notably currency)
mismanagement and the effects of economic crises in Thailand that
created a temporary liquidity shortage. For example, Steven Radelet
and Jeffrey Sachs characterize the crisis as a financial panic that shifted
the countries involved from a high-investment to a low-investment equilibrium. They argue that "much of the economic activity supported by
The authorswould like to thankthe participantsof the June 1998 meeting for their
many helpful comments, and also Jim Bemowski, Cuong Do, Bob Felton, Ted Hall,
and Bill Lewis.
1. See, for example, WorldBank (1993).
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the capital inflows was highly productive.' '2 In short, the case against
reform is that the economic fundamentals must be right because growth
was so good for so long and a temporary crisis does not make the case
for a major course correction.
The case for reform among Western economists has its intellectual
origins in the work of Alwyn Young, Jong-Il Kim and Lawrence Lau,
and Susan Collins and Barry Bosworth.3 Their analyses indicated that
the miracle growth of East Asia was primarily caused by rapid capital
and labor input growth rather than rapid productivity growth. Although
no one forecast a crisis based on this work, the results did suggest that
growth was likely to slow unless these economies could base more of
their growth on increased productivity.4
Like Radelet and Sachs, Paul Krugman and Giancarlo Corsetti, Paolo
Pesenti, and Nouriel Roubini point to short-term confidence and liquidity problems in their analyses of the crisis.5 But they also stress the
rapid investment that has occurred in the affected countries and the
declining ratios of output to capital and returns that have accompanied
this rapid investment. These falling returns are said to have contributed
significantly to the loss of investor confidence and to have combined
with the other short-term developments to cause the crisis. The authors
attribute continued investment in the face of declining returns to a moral
hazard problem involving government-guaranteed lenders lending to
uncapitalized but politically connected "ministers' nephews."
Advocates of reform in East Asia have included those who saw the
economic systems at first hand. For example, the current president of
Korea, Kim Dae Jung, wrote a book in English in 1985 pointing out

2. Radelet and Sachs (1998, pp. 2, 5). Many observershave suggested that there
are moral hazardproblemsinherentin the lending practicesof Asian financialinstitutions, but Radeletand Sachs are skepticalof their importance.They note that although
"many borrowersdid have explicit or implicit [loan] guarantees . . . a substantial
numberof purelyprivatebanks and firmswithoutsuch insuranceare now facing bankruptcy."
3. Young (1994, 1995); Kim and Lau (1994); and Collins and Bosworth(1996).
4. Debates aboutgrowthin East Asia often get caughtup in the issue of how much
credit these countriesshould get for their economic success. As we will commentlater
in this paper,we fully recognize thatthereis no easy mail-orderway to increasecapital
and use it productively.The mobilizationof resourcesin these countrieswas a major
task.
5. Krugman(1998); and Corsetti, Pesenti, and Roubini(1998).
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the problems in the Korean economic system and the need for economic
as well as political reform.6
In short, the slow growth of total factor productivity in East Asia
combined with problems that were widely revealed by the crisis have
suggested that reform may be needed-reform of the financial sector
as well as more general economic reform.7
This paper uses new evidence to suggest that comprehensive economic reform is essential for the Korean economy to resume sustained
rapid economic growth. We do not emphasize such macroeconomic
topics as the necessity for liquidity and currency stability, even though
these are certainly important. Rather, the focus here is on industrylevel analysis that uncovers structural problems that have limited the
growth of total factor productivity, distorted the allocation of capital,
reduced the return on capital, and made the economy vulnerable to
crisis.

Overwhelmingly, the debate about East Asian growth and the subsequent crisis has been based on macroeconomic data.8 These data and
even conventional industry studies can provide important insights but
in the end are likely to be incomplete. This paper will draw on the
results of a year-long study of the Korean economy conducted by the
McKinsey Global Institute and the Seoul Office of McKinsey & Company.9 The study includes detailed microeconomic case studies of eight
6. Mass Participatory Economy: Korea's Road to World Economic Power was first

publishedin 1985 (Kim Dae Jung, 1996, rev. ed.). This book was writtenwhile President
Kimwas in exile in the UnitedStates;Kim was aidedby You JongKeun,thena professor
of economics at Rutgers and now governorof Chollabuk-doProvince and a principal
adviserto the president.
7. The appropriatenessof macroeconomicpolicy in East Asia is an importantpart
of the debatethatwe will not engage here. The InternationalMonetaryFundarguesthat
high interestrates are essential to restorestabilityto the currencymarkets,while critics
arguethat such high rates are unnecessaryand result in severe recession.
8. An exception to this statementis The East Asian Miracle (WorldBank, 1993),
which does review some industry data and draws on industry case studies by, for
example, Pack (1993).
9. This report (McKinsey Global Institute, 1998a) is the source of most of the
informationin this paper and will not be cited with each statementof fact. The core
projectteam that preparedthe reportincludedTaejoonChin, DongchunChoi, Sungmi
Chung,JinwookJung, Dongil Kim, HyunsooKim, ChanjoongPark,SehunPark,Jaesoo
Shim, and SanghunYeo from Seoul, with Andrew Gomperts,Alex Schmitz, and Michael Warrenfrom MGI. Yongsung Kim, Seungjoo Lee, and Victoria Nam were the
project managersfrom Seoul, with Eric Zitzewitz from MGI. Vincent Palmade and
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major Korean industries, measuring productivity and identifying the
aspects of both the production process and the regulatory environment
that cause productivity differences with best practices. The case study
approach limits the use of statistical hypothesis testing but offers insights into the causes of productivity differences that are normally
unavailable to academic researchers. McKinsey & Company works with
clients in the industries it studies, can observe how establishments
operate, and has experts that know each industry worldwide.
This industry-level analysis yields insights that are more difficult to
reach using aggregate information. First, we find much stronger evidence of overinvestment than is suggested by aggregate data. Whereas
the aggregate Korean capital-labor ratio is only 34 percent of that in
the United States, it is 57 percent in the manufacturing sector, which
has better access to domestic and foreign capital. Within manufacturing, we found industries that have reached or exceeded U.S. levels of
capital intensity have done so despite having only about 50 percent of
U.S. total factor productivity. Low returns in the most indebted part of
the economy have been the natural result. Second, moral hazard in
lending only partly explains overinvestment. Moral hazard may have
affected the incentives of some lenders, but we found many examples
of poor investments made by borrowers with substantial equity interest.
Korea appears to have suffered from an unfortunate coincidence. It
deregulated its capital markets and increased the availability of capital
just when overall growth slowed and land price inflation ended, making
profitable investment much less automatic. Korean firms did not develop capital management skills quickly enough to cope with this new
environment. Other emerging economies that are deregulating their
capital markets may face the same problem. Finally, our case studies
in services reveal the tangible effects of sector-specific barriers that
limit growth and the ability of these industries to absorb workers displaced in manufacturing.

JaanaRemes from MGI contributedto the synthesis and writing the final report. The
projectwas directedby Cuong Do, William Lewis, Jim Bemowski, RobertFelton, and
Martin Baily. The outside advisory committee was chaired by Robert Solow, with
RichardCooper, SangyongPark, and Ted Hall.
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Figure 1. GDP and TotalFactorInputs per Capita, and TotalFactor Productivity,
United States, Japan, and Korea, 1970-95
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Source:McKinseyGlobalInstitute(1998a, "AggregateAnalysis,"p. 1).
a. Excludesresidentialrealestate.

Aggregate Analysis
Korea has been among the fastest growing economies since 1970,
increasing its GDP per capita fivefold to US$12,600 in 1995, about half
the U.S. level. We carried out our own growth accounting exercise and
confirmed that the impressive growth has been largely driven by increases in total factor inputs (figure 1). Input growth accounts for 77
percent of the output growth from 1970 to 1995, driven by a capital
stock that grew at 12 percent a year. Total factor productivity growth
accounts for the remaining 23 percent.10 We did not treat increases in
10. Ouraggregatecapitaldataareestimatedusing a perpetualinventorymethodwith
suddendeathdepreciationand standardizedasset lives for all countries(forty years for
structures,fifteen years for equipment).We developed our own aggregateestimates in
orderto be consistent with the methodologyused in the cases (see the appendix). Our
aggregateestimatesdo not yield significantlydifferentresultsfromthose in the literature:
we estimate total factor productivity(unadjustedfor "labor quality") growth of 3.2
percentin the 1980s versus 3.4 percentin Young (1995). Estimatesof TFP levels vary
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years of schooling as input in either our aggregate growth accounting
or our cases. We prefer instead to assign all the contributions of intangible capital to increases in total factor productivity-education, technology, and improvements in business systems. In part this reflects
skepticism among McKinsey's industry experts about the contribution
years of schooling makes to productivity. They do not see a direct
connection between much of what is learned in school and what is
required on the job. And they observe high-productivity establishments
operating despite low education levels, provided there is good training.
It is not necessary to agree with this judgment, however.11 The speed
with which Korea created an educated work force (accounting for years
of schooling in the traditional manner) only strengthens the conclusion
that growth has been input driven. 12
Figures 2 and 3 summarize the Korean development path and the
level of income the country has reached. The United States, Germany,
and France followed a productivity-oriented path, with much higher
levels of GDP per capita at each level of inputs. By 1995 Korea and
Japan had reached or exceeded the levels of inputs of the three Western
economies, but on a flatter, lower productivity path. Korea's GDP per
capita of about 50 percent of that in the United States in 1995 was
achieved with about the same level of inputs, albeit with a very different
mix-more labor and less capital. The overall capital-labor ratio in
Korea was 34 percent of the ratio in the United States in 1995.
more, but our estimate of 42 percentfor the United States is between the estimates of
34 percentand58 percentby Pilat(1994) andHall andJones(forthcoming),respectively.
11. In a study of Brazil, the average level of educationwas far below that in the
United States, but some establishmentswith averagework forces used U.S.-style business systems andachievedproductivitycomparableto thatin the UnitedStates. In Korea
we were told that the increaseover time in the educationallevel of the work force was
of very limited value in the steel industry.We recognizethe weight of evidence linking
educationto market-determined
wages, however, and we believe that some reasonable
level of educationis requiredfor a modernhigh-productivityeconomy-not to mention
a democraticsociety. The econometricevidence linking educationto economic growth
is sketchierthan is often thought, though. For example, MarkBils and Peter Klenow
(1998) have found that growthcauses schooling more than the other way around.And
Jess Benhabiband MarkSpiegel (1994) found thatin a regressionof growthon capital,
labor, and humancapital inputs, the humancapitalor educationvariableenteredwith a
coefficient of essentially zero.
12. The sharesof the workforce with high school anduniversityeducationincreased
from 14 percentand 3 percentin 1970 to 44 percentand 19 percentin 1995 according
to recentdata from the KoreanNationalStatisticalOffice (Pilat 1994).
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Figure 2. GDP and Labor and Capital Inputs per Capita, Five Countries, to 1995
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Source: McKinsey Global Institute (1998a, "Aggregate Analysis," p. 6). Residential real estate excluded.

With a capital-labor ratio that is still little more than a third of the
U.S. level, it is not obvious that Korea has overinvested or should
expect a low rate of return to capital. Aggregate capital productivity
(the ratio of output to capital) has declined rapidly in Korea since 1970,
but by 1995 it was still 5 percent above the U.S. level. The aggregate
rate of return on capital, as measured by the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development, has fallen from 22 percent to 14 percent
between 1984 and 1994, but is still within a percentage point of the
average for the European Union. 13 Signs of trouble emerge, however,
when one looks at the sector level. Figure 4 shows how unevenly the
capital has been applied. Manufacturing in Korea has absorbed much
of the investment and by 1995 had a lower capital-productivity ratio
than the United States had. As capital productivity declines, the pool
of resources from which to pay returns to capital is squeezed. Using
13. The EuropeanUnion is used as a comparisonbecause the OECD has stopped
publishingfigures on rates of returnon capital for the United States. The 1994 figure
for Japanwas about 13 percent.
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Figure 3. Componentsof GDP per Capita, United States, Japan, and Korea
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b. Hours worked.
c. Based on Cobb-Douglas production function with labor share of 66 percent.

Bank of Korea data, figure 5 shows the return on invested capital in
industrial companies, excluding capital gains on land. Measurement
difficulties for such data are acute, but they suggest that returns have
been below the cost of debt for most of the period from 1981 to 1995.14
Land appreciation may have helped justify investment in manufacturing
during the 1980s, but since 1991 land values have been flat or decreasing. The recent profitability of the top thirty chaebol (individual conglomerates in Korea), which are predominantly involved in manufac14. The returnsandinterestcost are in nominaltermsandhence could be misleading
if inflation is changing. Notice the consistent gap in the United States, however, despite
variations in the inflation rate.
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Figure 4. EstimatedComponentsof GDP per Capita for Manufacturingand Services
in Korea, 1995
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turing, is also below the cost of debt according to Seung Jung Lee. 5
Manufacturing accounts for 38 percent of the total Korean capital stock;
low returns on so large a portion of Korean capital seem consistent with
a loss of investor confidence.
The aggregate data whet the appetite for more detail, and we provide
this now by reviewing eight case studies, four in manufacturing and
four in services and construction.

Manufacturing Cases
We studied the automotive, food processing, semiconductor, and
steel industries in Korea and compared them with those in Japan and
the United States. Of these four, two of the industries contain subseg15. Lee (1997).
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Figure 5. Return on InvestedCapital and Cost of Debt in Industrial Companies,
United States, Japan, and Korea, 1981-95
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Source: McKinsey Global Institute (1998a, "Aggregate Analysis," p. 9). Land purchases included in invested capital at
book value. Land appreciation excluded from earnings. Cost of debt estimated from financial statements (interest expense
divided by debt outstanding).

ments that are different enough to merit separate consideration. In food
processing, most of the industry has capital intensity levels that are
close to those of the United States. In most cases these levels have been
reached only very recently: the capital intensity of the whole sector rose
from about 30 percent to 72 percent of the U.S. level from 1987 to
1995. Some processed food industries, such as milling, noodles, and
preserved fruits and vegetables, never received this investment and
remain at less than 50 percent of U.S. capital intensity. In steel, although both the integrated producers and the minimills have high capital
intensity, the integrated producers have world class productivity, but
the minimills are only 65 percent as productive as minimills in Japan. 16
In total then, we surveyed six manufacturing industries or subindustries:
automotive, semiconductors, high- and low-capital-intensity food processing, integrated steel mills, and minimills.
Of the six, four resemble the manufacturing averages in terms of
16. Integratedsteel mills producesteel from iron ore and coking coal in blast furnaces and basic oxygen furnaces, whereas minimills producesteel from scrap steel in
electric arc furnaces.Minimills are a newer technology and, as the name suggests, can
produceefficiently at much lower scales than integratedfacilities (less than 1 million
tons as opposed to 5 million to 10 million tons a year).
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Table 1. Capital Productivityand Return on Capital Investments,Selected
Industries, Korea, 1995
Index:UnitedStates = 100
Capitalintensitya
Semiconductor
Automobile
Confectionery

96
100
112

Capitalproductivity
54
48
42

Rate of returnon
capitalinvestmentsb
64
57
50

Source: McKinsey Global Institute (1998a, "Synthesis and implications," p. 22).
a. Capital inputs per labor hour.
b. Production rate of return = capital productivity x (PPP (output) + PPP (investment goods)) x (share of capital in
value added).

capital intensity and total factor productivity: automotive, semiconductors, high-capital-intensity food processing, and minimills. These industries have near best-practice capital intensity but roughly 50 percent
of best-practice productivity and have earned low returns on their capital (table 1).
We discuss these industries first before turning to the two outliers,
low-capital-intensity food processing and integrated steel mills. The
first four cases help explain the overall result for Korean manufacturing-that investment in best-practice capital intensity has not produced
best-practice productivity. The last two cases provide instructive exceptions to this general result.
Automotive
The automotive industry is still fairly young in Korea. In 1980 the
country produced about 100,000 vehicles, mostly from licensed designs
and for domestic consumption. By 1996 output had grown to nearly
3 million domestically designed vehicles, about 40 percent of which
were exported. During this period capital intensity increased from less
than 50 percent of that in the United States in 1985 to the same as that
in the United States in 1995. Total factor productivity in Korea has
grown 11.5 percent a year since 1985, but despite high capital intensity
it remains less than 50 percent of that in the United States and 40 percent
of that in Japan (figure 6). The overall productivity figures are consistent
with plant-level data. Korean producers have similar numbers of robots
per worker and have automated their stamping, welding, and painting
to the same extent as producers in the United States, but hours worked
per vehicle are twice as high.
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Figure 6. AutomotiveProductivity,the United States, Japan, and Korea, 1985-95
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In Japan both the assemblers and the parts producers have invested
very heavily, so that part of the labor productivity advantage of this
industry over both the United States and Korea comes from a higher
level of automation. 17 For the most part, however, high productivity is
achieved in Japan through a system known as "lean production, " which
has been partially transferred to the United States by Japanese-owned
transplants and through its adoption (often in modified form) by U.S. nameplate producers. Lean production has not fully transferred to Korea, and this is the main source of the productivity gap. Lean production
differs from traditional mass production in three main areas: design for
manufacturing, the conduct of supplier relationships, and the organization of production.
17. Very low interestratesandhigh laborcosts in Japanhave led to moreautomation
than in the U.S. industry.In 1991 the U.S. and Japaneseindustrieshad similarcapital
intensity, but by 1995 Japanesecapital intensitywas 45 percenthigherthanthat in the
United States. Given the extreme factor price ratios in Japan,this extra automationis
not necessarily surprising,but the fact that Koreancapital intensity is equal to that of
the United States despite lower wages and higherinterestratesis surprising.
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-Design for manufacturing. Japanese designers increase productivity by designing cars that share common parts, often by producing
multiple models from the same "platform" (chassis and power train),
and that are easy to assemble. Korean cars have much less parts commonality and are rated as being among the most difficult to assemble.
The average Korean OEM (original equipment manufacture) has more
platforms than Honda despite producing one-third as many models and
vehicles. 18
The Japanese have been able to design manufacturable cars with
shorter lead times in part due to strong project management that resolves
conflicts between different functions early in the process. U.S. producers have shifted to this approach, but the Korean producers have maintained a traditional, functional development process. When the Korean
OEMs have attempted to match Japanese lead times, they have produced a lower-quality product.
-Supplier relationships. Japanese OEMs also achieve productivity
gains by collaborating with suppliers in the design of products and by
helping suppliers lower their costs. The Japanese use a tiered supplier
system. The limited number of top-tier suppliers receive engineering
and R&D help in exchange for participating in product development
and maintaining high standards of quality. Korean producers have been
less successful in collaborating with their suppliers. Fewer parts are
collaboratively designed, and parts design lead times are longer.
-Organization of functions and tasks. Lean production has been
successful in generating continuous improvements along two dimensions: reductions in wasted time and labor during production and improvements in quality. Cycle times, the time required for a worker or
team to complete activities on a car before it moves down the assembly
line, are 50 percent longer in Korean plants for comparable tasks.
Indirect labor per car produced is twice as high as in Japan, and a
precrisis study by a Korean OEM suggested that the work force could
be reduced 15 percent without any substantial reorganization. 19Strong
18. In 1996 Honda had six platforms, producedthree models per platform, and
averaged300,000 cars per platform. Hyundaihad seven platforms,producedjust 1.4
modelsperplatform,andaveraged157,000 carsperplatform.Kia producedonly 58,000
cars per platform.
19. The use of more labor in a lower-wage country like Korea may have been
justifiedif the laborwere substitutingfor capital, but in fact Koreancompaniesareusing
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unions in the automotive industry have made layoffs of excess workers
impossible; unions have even prevented a reduction in hours worked
per employee from the current 2,700 a year.
Product quality is a major issue in Korean plants; defects per car are
2.5 times the Japanese average. Hyundai owners report twice as many
problems as Toyota owners to J. D. Power and Associates while Kia
owners report almost five times as many. Due mainly to these quality
problems, Korean cars sell for 20 percent less than comparable Japanese
cars in the United States, the major market in which the two industries
compete. Because producing low-quality cars requires basically the
same materials, labor, and capital as producing high-quality cars, the
effect of quality problems on productivity and returns is severe. Despite
this, Korean automakers have focused more on increasing volume and
sales and less on quality (and thus productivity and returns). Unlike
their counterparts in Japan and the United States, Korean plant managers are evaluated almost exclusively on volume produced.
The automotive industry is probably one of the most difficult manufacturing industries to learn. The U.S. industry had considerably more
experience than Korea in 1980, and the U.S. industry has not caught
up with the best Japanese producers either in labor or total factor productivity. Toyota had a twenty-year head start on Hyundai, and therefore one might argue that it is unsurprising that Hyundai is still behind.
There is reason to believe, however, that the Korean industry could
have caught up more than it actually did. Auto industry productivity
growth in Korea in the past twenty years has been significantly lower
than in the comparable period for Japan's industry. Hyundai makes
fewer cars per worker today than Toyota or Nissan did in the early
1970s (27.9 in 1996, compared with 44.7 for Toyota and 35.5 for
Nissan in 1974). In addition, the Korean OEMs did not have to develop
lean production on their own; they could have continued and deepened
the joint ventures with world-class producers that existed in the 1960s
and 1970s, rather than attempting to be self-reliant. Self-reliance was
a priority for nationalistic reasons, but it is surprising that it was maintained in the face of returns that have been well below the cost of debt
since 1988. It is also surprising that the Korean industry would invest
more workerswith basically the same capital input per workeras in the United States.
Japan'shighertotal factor productivityalso indicatesgreaterefficiency.
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so aggressively given its significant productivity gap. A safer strategy
may have been to attempt to match at least the United States in total
factor productivity before matching it in capital intensity.
Semiconductors
The semiconductor industry is another industry recently added in
Korea. From a negligible base in the early 1980s the Korean industry
has grown to become the third largest in the world. It constitutes a much
larger share of the Korean economy than it does in the United States or
Japan-about 15 percent of exports, 15 percent of manufacturing GDP,
and an even larger share of manufacturing capital stock. It also accounted for more than half the 1995 domestic value added of Samsung,
Hyundai, and LG, the three largest chaebol and the major participants
in the Korean semiconductor industry. The Korean economy is very
exposed to changes in semiconductor prices. High DRAM (dynamic
random access memory chips) prices helped fuel the economic boom
in 1995, and falling prices in 1996 and 1997 (as well as large semiconductor-related capital investments) contributed to the widening current
account deficit.
The Korean industry has focused on producing DRAMs, which account for 76 percent of its sales. Producing these is very capital intensive and requires manufacturing and process control capabilities, but
not the design capability required to produce microprocessors and other
specialized chips. This industry has not been an attractive one for investment anywhere. Aside from Intel, the semiconductor industry has
not earned its cost of capital consistently. This is particularly true of
DRAM production, where high fixed costs, lumpy investment requirements, and undifferentiated products have combined to produce highly
volatile returns that have been lower on average than those in the rest
of the industry. This is even true of Micron, which despite a 50 percent
productivity advantage in DRAMs over Korean, Japanese, and other
U.S. producers, has underperformed the Standard & Poor's 500.
Korean total factor productivity is roughly 50 percent of that in the
United States (figure 7), despite the fact that the overall capital intensity
of the Korean industry rose from 50 percent to 100 percent of the U.S.
level from 1991 to 1996. Korean productivity is lower for three main
reasons. The most important is product mix: DRAMs have less value
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Figure 7. SemiconductorProductivity,United States, Japan, and Korea, 1991-96
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Source: McKinsey Global Institute (1998a, "Automotive Industry," p. 7).

added per unit input than the average product produced in the United
States. This is mainly due to the disadvantageous market structure of
the DRAM industry and the advantageous market structure of the microprocessor

industry.

Intel alone accounts for one-fifth of the U.S.-

Korea productivity gap.20 The second reason is that Korea has a higher
share of chip assembly activities, which are lower-productivity activities than chip fabrication and thus bring down the Korean average. The
final reason is the difference in operational performance of the U.S.
and Korean producers. This gap is due to the non-DRAM Korean pro20. Our analysis includes 1996. Since 1996, Intel's marketposition has weakened
somewhat, although microprocessors have remained a more profitable and higherproductivity(high value addedper unit of total factorinput)productthanDRAMs.
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duction; Korean DRAM producers have caught up with the average
U.S. producer, although not with such best-practice producers as Micron. The Korean average hides substantial differences in DRAM productivity among the three companies; Samsung is within 15 percent of
Micron, while Hyundai and LG have achieved 60 percent and 45 percent
of Micron's productivity, respectively.
The entry of Korean companies into semiconductor production has
been cited as an example of successful entry into a technologically
advanced industry.21 And there is no question that the achievement of
establishing this industry and becoming one of the world's leading
producers has been considerable. Transferring the technology and developing the production skills were challenging. But despite this success, overall Korean productivity and returns on investment have been
disappointing, raising the question of whether the heavy investments in
this industry have been wise economic and business decisions.
One defense of Korea's investment decisions is that it may be too
early to judge the returns. The Korean producers may ultimately win
the technology race and reap high profits. Alternatively, one could
argue that the decision to enter this industry was sound; but like all
investments these were subject to uncertainty, and events have not
turned out as expected. It was not as easy to see in the mid-1980s as it
is in hindsight that the profitability of the DRAM industry would be so
low, that the spillover benefits to the rest of the economy would be so
limited, or that the escalation of investment would require Korea to
become so dependent on its big bet in semiconductors.
In our judgment, however, this defense of the decision to invest
heavily in this industry does not hold up. First, even precrisis market
valuations of semiconductor companies suggested that investors did not
believe that this would be a profitable industry any time soon. Second,
it is hard to argue that this was an early mistake, made before the status
of the industry was revealed. Almost half the total Korean investment
in semiconductors has been made since 1995. Despite the deteriorating
performance of the industry, Korean investment plans were accelerating
until the financial crisis forced their postponement. This suggests the
explanation lies with the corporate governance and investment decisionmaking of Korean firms, a theme to which we return later.
21. See, for example, Kim (1997).
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Steel Minimills
Steel minimills account for about one-third of the Korean steel industry. Unlike integrated mills, which produce a wide range of products
from iron ore and coking coal, minimills produce a narrow range of
commodity long products (for example, wire rod, reinforcement bar)
from scrap sheet that is melted in an electric arc furnace. The minimum
efficient scale is much lower for minimills, and capital requirements
per ton are also lower. In Korea the government-owned Pohang Iron
and Steel Company (POSCO) is the only integrated producer; the minimills are almost all privately owned.
Unlike POSCO, which has productivity slightly above the Japanese
average, Korean minimills have only 65 percent of Japanese labor productivity despite roughly equivalent capital intensity.22 Best-practice
minimill producers such as Tokyo Steel and U.S.-based Nucor have
achieved high productivity by taking advantage of the simple product
mix and small scale of minimills to streamline management and processes. Nucor manages more than 4,000 employees with only four
management layers, compared with up to ten in a traditional integrated
producer. Fewer management layers combines with the small size of a
typical minimill (200 to 500 employees compared with 5,000 to 10,000
at large integrated plants) to increase accountability of both production
workers and management. Both Nucor and Japanese minimills have
adopted practices such as cross-training workers to handle multiple
tasks, limiting the number of products produced in a given mill to
reduce change over time, and using continuous improvement programs
to increase productivity.
Korean minimills have lower productivity mainly because they have
not adopted Japanese and U.S. best practices. For example, Korean
mills make less use of multitasking. In Japan the three main production
tasks of sampling, handling, and inserting scrap steel into the electric
arc furnace are handled by one person, whereas Korean minimills use
three. Korean companies also attempt to produce a mix of products in
each minimill, while Japanese minimills specialize in particular prod22. Because of datalimitations,we arenot able to estimateseparatecapitalandtotal
factorproductivitymeasuresfor minimillsand integratedproducers.Most of the capital
in a minimill is in the furnace, caster, and rolling mills, and there is little scope for
varyingcapital intensityto matchfactorprices.
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ucts.23 In some cases, antilayoff laws have prevented Korean minimills
from making feasible productivity improvements. In addition, there are
some small differences in the automation of materials handling. These
reduce Korean labor productivity, but not necessarily total factor productivity, compared with plants in Japan.
Despite their low productivity, Korean minimills have earned returns
that are above their cost of debt.24 Unlike POSCO, which under government direction sells its (mainly flat) products domestically at an
average of 12 percent less than world prices, minimills are able to take
advantage of tariffs and transport costs to charge prices that are about
10 percent above world prices.
This pricing difference helps the minimills earn acceptable returns
despite low productivity. POSCO is implicitly forbidden from entering
the product segments of the private minimills, which prevents it from
putting them under more competitive pressure.
Food Processing
To provide a complete picture of manufacturing, it was important to
include a large domestic consumer goods industry, and we selected
food processing. Given the diversity of products involved, we focused
on two minicases within the sector, choosing both a high-capital-intena low-intensity segment-wet corn
sity segment-confectionery-and
milling. The outputs of these industries were reasonably comparable
among the comparison countries.
The confectionery sector has 42 percent of U. S.
CONFECTIONERY.
total factor productivity despite a capital intensity equal to 1 12 percent
of that in the United States. It is the largest of the processed food
subindustries in Korea, accounting for 15 percent of processed food
value added and is representative of a large number of subindustries
such as bakery goods, seasoning, and fats and oils that have high capital
is roughly equally
intensity but low productivity-confectionery
23. Small industrysize does not account for the lack of specializationin Korean
minimills. They produce 13 million tons a year (comparedwith 26 million in Japanand
25 million in the United States), which makes the industrylarge enough to have plants
efficiently specialize.
24. Minimills earneda returnon invested capital of 16 percentfrom 1985 to 1995,
comparedwith a cost of debt of 14 percent. POSCOearned8 percentcomparedwith a
(subsidized)cost of debt of 7 percent.
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Figure 8. Estimated Labor and Capital ProductivityDifferencesin Confectionery
Industry, United States and Korea, 1995
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Source: McKinsey Global Institute (1998a, "Processed Food Industry," p. 8).
a. Packaging lines.
b. Includes marketing and organization of functions and tasks.

divided into chocolate and candy, cookies (biscuits), and ice cream. In
confectionery, capital intensity has risen 11 percent a year from 1987
to 1995, the same rate as for the industry as a whole.
Total factor productivity is low despite high capital intensity because
of three main problems: misallocation of capital (resulting in overinvestment in some areas but inadequate automation in others), low capacity
utilization, and poor organization and marketing (figure 8). Packaging is
much less automated than in the United States, which increases labor
requirements by 50 percent in an activity that accounts for about half of
total labor. Despite this automation gap, the Koreap industry has more
capital per worker hour overall because of very low capacity utilization.
A typical Korean production line operates 40 percent fewer hours a week
than a line in the United States; capacity utilization in Korea was an
estimated 37.5 percent in 1997, compared with 62.5 percent in the United
States. Most of this difference is due to insufficient demand for the products that the lines are designed to produce.25Most of these lines were built
25. This conclusionwas reachedbasedon interviewsmadein early 1997, before the
currentcrisis. Managerstold us that this problemexisted to roughlythe same extent in
1995, the most recentbusiness cycle peak.
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to produce poorly researched products that did not sell as expected. U.S.
producers avoid these overcapacity problems by conducting more careful
market research and producing products on more flexible, less dedicated
production lines until the products are proven successful.
In addition to creating overcapacity, poor execution of the marketing
function has directly created productivity problems. Korean firms have
produced large numbers of poorly differentiated products, in many
cases producing "me-too" copies of competitors' products rather than
developing original high-value products. Sales per product are onetenth as large as in the United States, which creates scale-related productivity penalties. Sales and market share goals rather than profitability
or shareholder returns have driven Korean product development. Representative comments from interviews include: "Our key performance
measurement has been sales growth rather than profit growth," "we
often produce 'me-too products' to protect our market share even
though these products may negatively impact long-term profit performance," and "as we have been focusing on sales growth, we have not
been very good at eliminating dead products."
WET CORN MILLING. We chose wet corn milling because it is the
largest subsegment of milling, which is in turn the largest of the lowcapital-intensity food processing industries. The industry produces
products such as starch, high-fructose corn syrup, and glucose. The
capital intensity of wet corn milling is 24 percent of the U.S. level and
total factor productivity is 44 percent. Unlike most of the rest of food
processing and manufacturing, wet corn milling has not invested to
developed-country levels.
The industry is in a situation similar to that of other Korean processed
food industries before rapid investment in them began about ten years
ago. Most corn milling plants in Korea are more than twenty years old,
have outdated equipment, and are unable to produce products with
higher value added. Plant scale is on average one-fifth of that in the
United States. Korean plants are overstaffed compared with U.S.
plants, and product yields are lower.
Globally, wet corn milling is handled by multinationals that transfer
best practices into plants in Latin America, Africa, and elsewhere in
Asia. The Korean industry consists of only five companies, entry by
foreign companies was prohibited until 1996, and import quotas were
in place on major products. As with other low-capital-intensity pro-
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cessed food industries (such as noodles and corn oil), large Korean
companies have been prohibited from entering the sector. Wet corn
milling is the only manufacturing industry we studied from which the
chaebol were absent, which may help explain its less than average
capital intensity.
Integrated Steel Mills
Integrated steel mills are the one highly productive industry we studied. Interestingly, this sector consisted entirely of a government-owned
company, POSCO. The company owes its high productivity to modern,
large, and efficiently laid out facilities at Kwangyang and Pohang.
Unlike older steel plants, such as those in the United States, which
grew gradually and contain older casting technology and furnaces and
rolling mills that are smaller than efficient scale, the POSCO facilities
are well planned, use the latest technology, and are laid out in a manner
that minimizes materials handling effort. Unlike many of the other
Korean manufacturers we studied, POSCO has tried to match its labor
productivity against that of the best Japanese producers and has increased it steadily.
How did a government-owned company accomplish what few private
Korean companies were able to? Much of the credit is probably due to
Taejoon Park, who was chairman of POSCO from 1968 to 1994. Park,
a former general, accepted his position on the condition that there be
no government interference in the company's procurement and staffing
decisions. He then instituted modern Japanese and Western management practices that were absent in other Korean companies. POSCO
continuously matched itself against world best practice, conducted an
assessment based on net present value of new investment projects, and
sourced its capital equipment globally. The company has a strong anticorruption ethic and has demanded very high performance from its
suppliers. The government helped keep the pressure on POSCO by
requiring that it sell steel domestically at less than world prices.
Whereas many steel industries in emerging countries (including the
Korean minimill industry) price at import parity (the world price plus
tariffs and transport costs), POSCO has priced at export parity, the
price below which domestic customers could export its steel at a profit.26
26. Amsden (1989).
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That POSCO has been well run makes it something of an exception
among state-owned enterprises we have studied in many countries. Its
leadership has likely been a special case that tests the usual rules.
Moreover, it is an exception among Korean industries in that it has
consistently earned its cost of capital. Although its capital costs are
subsidized, this subsidy is more than repaid through the low prices the
company charges domestic customers. Allowing POSCO to charge
world prices on its domestic sales would increase its return on invested
capital (ROIC) by roughly 6 percent, and allowing it to charge import
parity prices like the private minimills would increase it by another
5 percent. If import parity is viewed as the opportunity cost at which
Korea could have acquired steel had POSCO not existed, the company's
true return on invested capital over the past ten years is roughly 19
percent, well above even a nonsubsidized cost of capital.
The success of POSCO, of course, is not final. Chairman Park has
retired, and it is possible that the company will revert to performance
more typical of state-owned enterprises. This is part of the rationale for
the government's plan to privatize POSCO and potentially even divide
it in order to achieve domestic competition. It is also essential that the
company avoid overbuilding capacity the way Japan did in the early
1970s. Experience has shown that domestic demand for steel grows
rapidly until GDP per capita reaches about $10,000 and then slowly
declines. Japan continued to build capacity as its GDP per capita grew
past this level; the result was massive excess capacity, which has destroyed its returns and forced painful restructuring (figure 9). Exporting
its excess steel production became less viable as labor costs increased.
Even without considering the effects of the financial crisis, Korea is
now nearing the point where domestic steel demand will begin to slow,
and it needs to manage its capacity carefully.

Services and Construction Cases
Services and construction together employ twice as many workers as
manufacturing. Although industry-level capital data are more difficult
to obtain in the service sector, aggregate data suggest that services as
a whole have about 20 percent of U.S. capital intensity, compared with
57 percent for manufacturing, and that average capital productivity is
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Figure 9. Crude Steel Productionand Capacity per Capita, Korea and Japan
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Source: McKinsey Global Institute (1998a, "Steel Industry," p. 14).

much higher in services and construction. Given this difference in average (and presumably marginal) productivity, why has so little investment been made in the nonmanufacturing sector?
To answer this question, we examined four industries that cover
about one-third of total market employment in the nonmanufacturing
sector. Given the diversity of the sector, it is hard for any sample to be
fully representative, but analysis of these four industries gives both a
range of reasons for the successes and failures of this part of the economy and uncovers common themes that help explain the overall result.
General Merchandise Retailing
The retail industry is a large employer in any economy; in Korea it
accounts for 12 percent of service and construction employment, so it
is an important for the country's overall economic performance. In
addition, retail employment often expands as economies grow and can
create new jobs at a time when employment is declining in other indus-
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tries.27 Our productivity analysis focused on general merchandise (nonfood) retailing, the larger and more complex segment of the industry.
Hereafter, retailing will refer only to general merchandise retailing.28
In all developed and middle-income countries, retailing is evolving
from traditional mom-and-pop stores to more productive formats such
as department stores, discounters, and specialty stores. These formats
achieve high productivity (high value added per unit of input) either by
providing goods to consumers efficiently (high sales per unit of input)
or providing a shopping service for which customers are willing to pay
extra (high ratio of value added to sales).29 Discounters such as WalMart or Costco tend to focus on high efficiency, while department stores
and specialty chains provide a high level of service by supplying attractive surroundings and knowledgeable sales personnel (Nordstrom)
or a range of goods targeted on a limited group of consumers (J. Crew).
All of these advanced formats use information technology and the advantages of a large-scale firm (not necessarily large-scale stores) to
achieve more productive logistics and purchasing and to better target
customers' needs.
In Korea the evolution toward higher-productivity stores has been
slower than would be expected given the country's income level. Korean stores are much smaller than those in the United States or Japan,
27. Retail employmenthas not expandedin Franceand Germanybecause of high
laborcosts and productmarketbarrierssuch as strict (and often anticompetitive)applicationof zoning laws. This is a majorcontributorto the unemploymentproblemin these
countries.See McKinseyGlobal Institute(1997).
28. The sectors in the three countrieswere adjustedin orderto achieve comparability. Specifically, eating and drinking,gasoline service stations, and automotivedealers
in the United States; gasoline service stations in Japan;and personal and household
goods repairin Koreawere all excluded from our study.
29. Withcross-countrycomparisons,it is difficultto determineif low ratiosof value
addedto sales reflect low real service levels or a low price of retailingservice (because
of low minimumwages, for example). Ideally, one would want to convertvalue added
to a common currencyusing a double-deflatedPPP for retailing service, but we have
found this impossible given available data. For this study we used the PPP for private
consumptionexpenditureas a proxy. In our studies of retail productivityin the United
States, France,Germany,and the Netherlands,we have experimentedwith othermethodologies, such as assumingthatworkersin the same formathave identicalproductivity
acrosscountriesor that workersin a given multinationalstore (Ikea, for instance)have
the same productivityin all countries. In general we found that the results varied by
about 10 to 15 percentdependingon the methodology;an errorof this magnitudewould
not affect the conclusions drawnfrom the U.S.-Korea comparison.See Baily and Zitzewitz (1998) for details.
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Figure 10. Estimated Retail Store Labor Productivity,by Type of Store, United
States and Korea, 1992
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with 2.2 employers per store compared with 4.7 in Japan and 8.0 in the
United States, and 99 percent of all retail stores operate as single units,
not as part of a chain. More than 70 percent of the workers in Korean
retail stores are proprietors or unpaid family members. Korean retail is
composed mainly of traditional, low-productivity, mom-and-pop
stores, whereas the U. S. sector is 80 percent advanced formats (figure
10). As a result, Korean labor productivity is only 32 percent of the
U.S. level (figure 11) because of lower efficiency (ratio of sales to
input) and lower ratios of value added to sales .30
In addition to the different format mix, advanced Korean formats are
less productive than their U. S. counterparts. Korean department stores
achieve only 59 percent of U.S. department store productivity, while
30. Becausevalue addeddatawerenot availablein all countries,we use gross margin
as a proxy for value added. Gross margincauses problemsin that it includes purchased
services, which could bias the results in favor of stores with disproportionatepurchases
of services such as advertising.At least for a subset of Koreanstores for which we had
bothfigures,however, this bias was very small. Anotherdataproblemis thatthe retailing
censuses on which our results are based are not conducted in the same years in all
countries; our comparisonuses different base years-1993 for Korea, 1992 for the
United States, and 1994 for Japan.
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Figure 11. Retail Sector Labor Productivity,United States, Japan, and Korea
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specialty stores reach just 43 percent.31The McKinsey Global Institute's review of work practices in Korea found that departmentand
specialtystores did not deploy their work forces efficiently, providing
low levels of service despite large numbersof staff on the floor. There
was ineffective use of point-of-sale information, and merchandising
was not best practice, as seen, for example, in the lack of category
managementskills.
The main reason advanced formats have emerged only slowly and
foreign retailers have not transferredbest practices (as they have in
Brazilandothermiddle-incomecountries)is Korea'sland use policies.
Land in Korea is scarce, and intricate zoning and land development
laws governboth its availabilityand use. Until 1993 the NationalLand
31. A productivitycomparisonfor discountstoresis not includedbecausetherewere
no discountstores in Korea duringthe year of our study. Some of the gap in specialty
store productivitymay be explained by format mix within categories: many Korean
specialtystores were mom-and-pops,while U.S. specialty stores were more advanced
categorykillers such as Home Depot or CircuitCity, which are highly productive.
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Usage ManagementAct prohibitedstores largerthan 1,000 squaremeters from operating in any area outside the urban zone. The Urban
PlanningAct and the ConstructionAct again restrictedthe commercial
area that could be used for retail formats larger than 1,000 square
meters. Known as urbancommercial areas, these zones are conveniently located to generate very high sales traffic. Unfortunately, the
available locations are often already occupied by retailers or office
buildingsor too small to accommodatedepartmentstores, discounters,
or the shopping malls that make advancedspecialty stores viable. Retailers could have redevelopedthese attractivecommerciallocations in
urbanareasby buying smallerbuildings, tearingthem down, andbuilding a large store. However, manyretailerspointedout thatredeveloping
existing retail stores is a cumbersomeoption because of the long, complex negotiationsrequiredto get agreementfrom multiple owners.
Land use policies also contributeto the high cost of urbanland by
concentratingthe populationin city centers and preventingthe developmentof edge cities. This problemis madeworse by the policy-related
pressureon the populationto concentratein Seoul. Only 0.2 percentof
the land area in Korea is designated for commercial use, suggesting
that policy, not intrinsic factor endowments, is the largerproblem.
Special land use policies have restrictedthe entry of advancedforeign retailers.Most advancedformatsneed at least 5,000 squaremeters
to operate efficiently. Before 1984, only retail outlets less than 200
square meters and selling only one type of product were allowed to
enter Korea. In 1984 shop sizes of 700 squaremeters and selling multiple producttypes were allowed. In 1991 the first step of a three-stage
deregulationallowed foreign investment in up to ten stores less than
1,000 squaremeters in lot size. The second step in 1993 allowed store
sizes of up to 3,000 squaremeters, and the numberand sizes of stores
was completely deregulatedin 1996. Thus until 1996 foreign retailers
were effectively limited to subscale discountersand the few small specialty stores that could survive outside of shopping malls. Even now,
foreign retailersface the same land use laws as domestic firms.
A host of additional regulations, such as restrictions on chaebol
involvementin retail activity and an arduous,bureaucraticstore-opening evaluationprocess contributedto Korea's low productivity.These
regulations were established with the objectives of protecting momand-pop stores, discouraging consumption, and promoting more in-
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vestment in manufacturingindustries. Figures on capital intensity and
productivityfor the entire trade sector suggest that the policies were
successful in divertinginvestment:capital intensity in trade is only 21
percentof thatin the UnitedStates, while capitalproductivityis roughly
150 percent,doublethatof Koreanmanufacturing.By divertingcapital
fromtradeto manufacturing,Koreadivertedcapitalto low-productivity
investmentsand closed off potentiallyhigh-returninvestmentsin retail.
There are parallelsbetween retailing in Korea and in Japan. In previous work on this sector, we found that land use and otherrestrictions
had preventedthe evolution of retailing in Japan,just as it has done in
Korea.32More recently, Japanhas opened up the sector to some extent
to foreignretailchains andhas allowed the developmentof Japan-based
discounters,therebyincreasingproductivity.33
Construction

The constructionindustryin Koreaaccountedfor 16 percentof GDP
and 8.5 percentof employmentin 1995. In the past ten years, construction has experiencedcompoundedannualgrowthof 17 percentin value
addedand 8 percentin employment. Most of this growthhas occurred
since 1989 when the government announcedthat it would construct
2 million houses to resolve the housing shortageand relaxed industry
34
entryrestrictions.
The constructionindustrycan be divided into three segments: residential, nonresidential, and heavy construction, each accounting for
roughly one-third of sales and employment. Residential construction
includes both private and public housing construction, nonresidential
includes commercial and industrialstructures,and heavy construction
includes infrastructuresuch as bridges and roads. Although we report
productivityestimates for all three types, our analysis focuses on residentialconstruction.
Based on value added at purchasingpower parity (PPP), overall
32. McKinseyGlobal Institute(1992).
33. Because of its very restrictiveland use policy, Japanmay find that discounters
and categorykillers drive out the mom-and-popstores, but the lost employmentis not
replacedby specialty retailing. This type of retailingrequiresthe developmentof shopping malls, or some equivalentmechanism,to generatecustomertraffic.
34. The compoundedannualgrowthrate of value addedfrom 1989 to 1995 was 27
percent.
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Figure 12. Labor Productivityin the ConstructionIndustry: ValueAdded per Hour
Worked,United States and Korea, 1995
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Korean labor productivityis 60 percent of that in the U.S. industry,
with residential constructionproductivityat 69 percent of U.S. value
added per hour worked (figure 12).3 For residential constructionwe
also computeda physical measureof output(squaremeters) and found
that Koreanphysical productivity-square metersper hour-is 93 percent of the U.S. level, but the value addedfor each squaremeterbuilt
is only 75 percentof the U.S. level. The value addedper squaremeter
is constrainedby regulation. Governmentregulationshave set a price
ceiling for units in apartmentbuildings, which encouragesdevelopers
to design small units with poor-qualityfixturesand few appliances. It
35. The best available residentialconstructionPPP was from the 1985 UN International ComparisonsProject, which was updated using national constructionGDP
deflators.
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is common practice in Korea for a purchaserto immediatelyrenovate
a newly constructedunit to upgradethe contents. The price cap also
keeps net margins low (0.7 percent as opposed to 5.0 percent in the
United States), which discourageslarger-scaledevelopersfrom consolidatingthe industry.We estimatedthatthe inefficienciesassociatedwith
the price cap account for 10 percentof the productivitygap.
In addition, land use policy in Korea shifts the mix of units toward
multifamily housing. Although these units allow the constructionof
more squaremeters per hour worked, single-family housing generates
higher value addedper squaremeter. Copying the U.S. mix of singlefamily homes may be impracticalbecause of Korea's higherpopulation
density. But other similarly populated countries, such as the Netherlands, have achieved high productivity and higher shares of singlefamily and medium-density housing while preserving green space.
(Residentialconstructionproductivityin the Netherlandsis the same as
in the United States).
Koreanproductivityis also lower because of the absence of operational best practices. Based on interviews with industryparticipants,
the problemsmost commonly cited were:
-Less standardization.Housing constructionin the United States
and the Netherlandsis usually handled by developers who manage a
numberof large projects. This allows standardizationin designs and in
the sizes and quality of constructionmaterials and allows firms and
workersto benefit more from learningby doing. Residentialconstruction is much more fragmentedin Korea.
-Poor projectmanagement,especially in the design phase. Unlike
in the United States and the Netherlands,where a lead contractorwith
properincentives managesprojectsfromdesign to completion, in Korea
the process is again more fragmented. This leads to communication
problemsand more frequentrevision of designs.
-Less productiveconstructionmethods. Many constructionmethods used in Korea require more steps and labor hours. For example,
Korean housing often has in-floor heating, which takes 30 percent
longerto install than standardheating. Koreanhousing also usually has
concretewalls instead of drywall, and concretewalls take almost twice
as long to construct.
Like retail activity, residentialconstructionis a sector in which productivity, output, and investment have been limited by both land use
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regulations and the absence of large companies that have adopted modern business practices. However, residential construction, at 69 percent
of U.S. productivity, does appear to be more advanced than retail.
Telecommunications
Although the Korean telecommunications industry was deregulated
in 1996, like many recently deregulated industries, it is still dominated
by the state-owned former monopoly. Korea Telecom accounts for 80
percent of industry revenue, but even though it still has a local monopoly, it has faced competition from DACOM in international calling
since 1991 and domestic long distance since 1996. Mobile services
have experienced more deregulation: the market already has two national cellular companies and three mobile telephone providers. The
government issued thirteen additional licenses in 1996. The Korean
government still owns 71 percent of Korea Telecom, but it plans to
reduce this share in the coming years.
The Korean telecommunications industry has achieved a network
development that ranks among the world's fastest. The number of access lines per hundred inhabitants, grew from 3.0 in 1975 to 41.5 in
1995, an average annual increase of 14 percent. Most of this growth
was in fixed lines, but recent growth in the number of mobile subscribers has been extremely rapid. Korea has also taken major steps to
improve the quality of its network: the share of digitally switched lines
has increased to 63 percent.
Korea combined this rapid network growth with fairly high labor
productivity. Since its rapid network growth began in the late 1970s,
access lines per employee have been comparable to those in the United
States (figure 13). The experience of other developing countries reveals
that this achievement is not automatic (Brazil), nor is it final (Mexico,
Hong Kong). The Korean telecommunications industry has captured
much of the productivity benefit of new technology, rather than applying the new technology while maintaining staffing levels as other telecommunications industries have done. This has been made easier by
rapid network growth; the country has been able to increase productivity
by limiting its employment growth rather than having to lay off workers
who were hired to staff a lower-technology network.
Although the number of access lines per employee is higher than in
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Figure 13. TelecommunicationAccess Lines per TelecommunicationsEmployee,Five
Countries, 1975-95
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Source: McKinsey Global Institute (1998a, "Telecommunication Services Industry," p. 17). Telecommunications employment as reported to the International Telecommunication Union.

the United States, labor productivity overall is only 83 percent of that
in the U. S. industry, mainly due to longer hours worked in Korea (table
2). Interviews suggested that the long working hours (2,700 a year)
were unnecessary and could be reduced without affecting service quality. Long hours appear to result from internal evaluation procedures
that emphasize "face time" (time spent at work) rather than quality of
Table2. TelecommunicationsProductivity,1995
Index: United States = 100

Country
United States
Japan
Brazil
Korea

Labor productivity
Access lines, call
minutes per FTE

Capital productivity
Call minutes per
U.S. dollar capital
service

100
82
41
83

100
39
77
58

Source: McKinsey Global Institute (1998a, "Telecommunication Services Industry," p. 7).

Total factor
productivity
100
S51
62
66
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Table3. AverageUse Per Access Line, 1995
Long
Country

UnitedStates
Japan
Brazil
Korea

Local callsa distancea

5,703
1,822
6,278
3,662

2,037
1,428
1,288
1,429

Annual
Average
International calls per Call minutes minutes
and mobile

line

per capita

per call

280
206
102
90

8,020
3,456
7,668
5,181

5,955
1,983
779
2,376

2.70
2.64
2.80
1.51

Source; McKinsey Global Institute (1998a, ''Telecommunication Services Industry," p. 7).
a. The definition of local and long distance calls (in terms of distance covered) differs by countries and regions.

work. The fact thatmost employees are salariedmakesthe problemless
obvious to top management.
The larger issue, however, is capital productivity.Network utilization (call minutes per unit of capital stock) is only 58 percent of the
U.S. level, mainly because of fewer call minutes per access line. Koreans make fewer and shortercalls and more local than long distance
calls (table 3). The conclusion is similar to the one we have reached
for Japanand many Europeancountries:the United States has greater
networkutilizationthanmost countries.Manyfactorsinfluencedemand
for and use of telecommunicationsservices, and isolating their impact
is empiricallydifficult. We have foundin past studiesthatU.S. demand
is significantly influenced by sophisticatedand aggressive marketing,
low marginalpricing of calls, and the availabilityof services that promote call initiation and completion.
In Koreathe factorsthatdrive high U.S. demandappearto be absent.
Marketingactivity has been limited. In fact, during the 1980s, when
Korea was focused on expanding its networkto meet demand, Korea
Telecom actually encouragedlow usage: "Tonghwa nun kandanhee"
("Call brief") was one of its slogans. The companyprices local calls
by the minuteratherthan providingfree local calls for a fixed monthly
charge. Business use of the telephonehas not been promoted,and uses
such as telemarketing,teleconferencing,toll free calling, andelectronic
transactionsare much less common. Some of the lower business and
residentialtelephone usage may be due to lower income levels, but the
contrast in the marketingand pricing strategies of U.S. and Korean
carrierssuggest that income is not the whole story.36
36. Koreantelecommunicationsuse, and thereforeproductivity,may also depend
on the age of the industry.The UnitedStatesdevelopedits telephonenetworkmorethan
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In addition to low network utilization, Korean capital productivity
is also reduced by its higher capital cost per access line. The government encouraged Korea Telecom to work closely with domestic equipment manufacturers to develop advanced switching technology. The
government viewed the development of domestic switching technology
as a means to reduce dependence on foreign equipment makers and to
provide a source of exports. Korea achieved some success in duplicating
overseas technology, but at a cost. Korean investment per line was 12
percent higher than it was in the United States. Detailed data on switch
prices in Korea were not available, but industry experts estimated that
Korean prices were 10 to 20 percent higher than those in the United
States.
The Korean telecommunications industry is a mixture of good and
not-so-good performance. In some respects it resembles the integrated
steel industry. Development of a modern telecommunications network
was seen as a priority for the country, and a state-owned industry was
established with access to capital and a mandate for rapid growth.
Korea's relatively late economic development allowed it to take advantage of best practices and new technologies.3 The country was able to
engage in extensive knowledge and technology transfers with the more
developed countries. In addition, interviews with Korean service providers indicate that they actively sought telecommunications experts
from the more advanced economies and attempted to learn from their
experience. Unlike steel, however, Korea Telecom did not export and
did not have to provide service at international prices. Also unlike steel,
promoting high output (network usage) was not a priority, and marketing and pricing reflect that. Interviews suggested that despite deregulation efforts, Korea still views Korea Telecom as a national asset,
suggesting that although some formal barriers to competition have been
a generationbefore the world's otheradvancedeconomies. As a result, calling patterns
in the United States may be more maturethan those in other countries. America has
developeda cultureof phoneuse thatdoes not currentlyexist in Koreaandhas oriented
its economic activity aroundtelecommunicationsto a greaterextent. In telecommunications there are positive networkexternalities(for instance, the value of the network
to subscribers,andthe likelihoodthey will use it, increaseswith the size of the network).
U.S. subscribersmay demand comparativelymore telephone service because of the
country'slargernetwork,and Korea's use may increaseas its networkexpands.
37. The advantagemay be offset, however, by more developed marketsand usage
patternsin the United States.
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removed, competitive intensity is still restrained by policies favoring
the company.
Retail Banking
The Korean government has historically used the banking sector to
advance its overall development goals by encouraging high personal
savings rates, capturing the savings within the formal banking system,
and channeling them to high-priority industries. The government nationalized the banks in the 1960s, and although they have since been
privatized, government influence remains strong. In the 1960s time and
savings deposits in the formal banking system increased from 1.8 percent to 20.7 percent of GDP, mainly due to changes in interest rates
that encouraged saving and attracted savings away from informal lenders. Saving was also encouraged by the restriction of consumer finance;
Koreans were encouraged to save for a home through the Korean Housing Bank because mortgages were difficult to get. Banks were prohibited from lending to certain industries, such as leisure and real estate,
and were encouraged to lend to export-oriented sectors such as manufacturing and overseas heavy construction.38
Banks have a dual function in modern economies. First, they allocate
saving to finance business and consumer investment, presumably in a
way that makes good use of a country's scarce capital. Second, they
make payments, maintain deposit and loan accounts, and provide other
banking services to retail business customers. This case study examines
how productive Korean banks are in providing services. To understand
how well they have done in allocating savings, we look at capital
productivity and allocation in the whole economy.
To measure productivity in providing banking services, we used a
physical output methodology based on the approach used by the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics. This methodology forced us to focus on
retail banking. We measured productivity separately in the three key
activities of retail banking: transacting payments, managing deposit
accounts, and managing loan accounts. Korea has higher labor productivity than the United States in deposits but lower productivity in pay38. Industriesin which lendingwas formallybannedaccountedfor 25 percentof the
establishmentsoperatingin Koreain 1991.
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Table4. PersonalFinancial Services Labor Productivity,by Country
Index:UnitedStates = 100

Country

Netherlands(1995)
UnitedStates(1994)
Korea(1995)

Transacting
payments and
disbursing cash"
(number of
transactions per
hour of labor
input)

Managing deposit
accounts
(adjusted number
of deposit
accounts per
hour of labor

Managing loan
accounts
(adjusted
number of
deposit
accounts per
hour of labor

input)b

input)c

Totald

140
100
65

n.a.
100
138

n.a.
100
57

n.a.
100
76

Source: McKinsey Global Institute (1998a, "Personal Financial Services Industry," p. 4).
n.a. Not available.
a. Includes wholesale payment transactions and wholesale payment staff.
b. Labor weight: checking/current account = 4; savings account - 1; time deposit; 1.5, MMDA - 2; others - 1.
c. Laborweight: overdraft- 1; credit card - 1; car loans - 3; mortgage- 10; installmentcredits - 3; otherconsumerloans - 1.
d. Labor weights: payments 54 percent; deposit accounts 19 percent; loan accounts 27 percent.

ments and loans (table 4).39 Both Korea and the United States have
lower payments productivity than the Netherlands. Overall Korean productivity is 76 percent of that in the United States.
Korean productivity in payments is weak because of a less efficient
mix of electronic and manual payments, a denser branch network, and
less efficient utilization of labor. The Netherlands makes much greater
use of electronic payments than the United States or Korea (table 5);
these payments have labor requirements that are two to ten times lower
than checks and paper-based transfers. In addition, Koreans conduct a
much greater share of payment transactions at the teller. The Netherlands also derives a productivity advantage from its fewer branches per
capita, in part because of high population density. Korea also has a
high population density, but it has not rationalized its branch network.
After adjusting for the mix of payments and density of branch networks, the United States has the most efficient utilization of labor. U.S.
banks aggressively use part-time tellers to avoid the problem of peak
demand periods (figure 14). When one U.S. bank increased the share
of part-time tellers from 25 to 50 percent, it was able to reduce total
full-time-equivalent employees by 20 percent without impairing service
39. Capital input is very difficult to estimate for banks because it is very hard to
separatethe fixed assets that are used to provide bankingservices from those that are
held as realestateinvestments.We thereforearelimitedto measuringlaborproductivity.
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Table5. Financial Services Payments, by Countryand Type, 1994-95
Percent of totala
Netherlands (1995)

United States (1994)

Korea (1995)

Total electronic transactions
Paperless credit transfer
Direct debits
Credit and debit cardsb
Cash withdrawals at ATM

88
50
18
7
13

28
2
1
16
9

31
7
4
6
14

Total paper transactions
Paper-based credit transfer
Checks
Cash withdrawal at teller

12
3
5
4

71
0
68
3

70
9
27
34

Type of Payment

Source: McKinsey Global Institute (1998a, "Personal Financial Services Industry," p. 6).
a. Total number of transactions in millions: Netherlands, 15,838; United States, 90,053; Korea, 3,629.
b. No debit card for Korea in 1995.

quality. Korean banks have less flexible working hours and do not use
incentive-based compensation, which further affects productivity.
In lending, Korean branches are managed as a series of little banks.
Credit decisions are made in each branch through manual and hierarchical processes. Larger loans also require hierarchical review at head
offices. Lending officers cannot be given incentives to sell loans because of their dual responsibility for reviewing credit. They are instead
personally penalized for defaults. This leads the officers and branch
Figure 14. Branch Bank Staffing, by Type of Employee,United States and Korea,
1994
Number of customers; during a month, 1994

Employee composition
Percent

Number
200

Hourly/peaktime employees

9

time employees

<10

- - - - - - - - - _- - - - Maximum customer service
capability per branch

1

24

120
Full-time
employees

90

Actual customers served
by the branch

80 _

67

40U.S. large
commercial
banking
institutions

Korean
banks

2

4

9

11

16
Day

Source: McKinsey Global Institute (1998a, "Personal Financial Services Industry," p. 8).

18

23

25

30
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managers to review loan applications in a painstakingly careful manner,
which has created a credit approval process that takes days or weeks
and requires much more labor. In the United States, banks have centralized lending decisions, allowing branches to focus on selling loans
and creating the scale needed to implement credit scoring. This has
reduced the time required for lending decisions to minutes or hours,
and has reduced labor requirements by up to 50 percent.
Korean banks are productive in taking deposits. The highly regulated
banking environment has effectively made increasing deposits the natural focus for banks. As a result, they have streamlined taking deposits
while minimizing the amount of advice provided to depositors. Opening
an account is done at the teller, directly in the banks' computer systems.
All deposit handling is, therefore, as easy as handling transactions.
It is not hard to see the relation between the structure and goals of
the banking industry, as influenced by government policy, and the
industry's performance. The banks are not intended to encourage spending and borrowing but rather to encourage saving, which is then directed
to industrial development.
Competition among the banks is limited. Because interest rates on
deposits and loans are regulated, banks cannot compete in payments
and lending, but only through branch expansion to gain access to deposits. The government also controls entry to the banking industry, so
that specialized competitors, such as Countrywide in the United States,
are not able to compete for specific bank activities. (Until recently,
securitization of mortgages or consumer loans was also not available.)
The exit of poorly performing banks has also been controlled by the
government. Strong ties between government and the industry seem to
have created beliefs among bank managers and customers that banks
will never go bankrupt. Deposit insurance was only introduced in 1996,
but in fact no Korean banks have gone bankrupt or merged for the past
fifteen years. The only merger in the history of the banking industry
(between Seoul Bank and Korea Trust Bank) was led by the government
in 1976.
Unions and labor rules have also affected banks' performance. All
Korean banks including the Central Bank are unionized and subject to
rules that make layoffs difficult or impossible, restrict flexible staffing,
and discourage incentive pay. These practices are also a barrier for
mergers and acquisitions because these usually involve layoffs.
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Synthesis of the Results
Most developing countries would be delighted to have experienced
the growth in GDP per capita that Korea experienced from 1970 to
1995. To have mobilized such large amounts of capital and labor and
educated its work force at such speed was an amazing achievement.
Several of our industry case studies have shown how Korea accomplished the growth. In steel, POSCO purchased plants that incorporated
best-practice technology, managed plant construction efficiently, and
staffed at best-practice levels. The telecommunications industry created
an efficient high-technology network. In the semiconductor industry,
Korean companies were able to acquire the engineering knowledge
needed to achieve relatively high productivity in DRAMS. By successfully transferring best-practice capital technology, Korea succeeded
where many other developing countries did not.40
At the same time, the case studies also suggest why the growth in
Korea was not achieved with higher productivity.
-Korea has been able to acquire best-practice engineering and technical knowledge but not best-practice managerial knowledge.41 It has
been able to transfer best-practice technology when the technology has
been embodied in capital goods. The country has also successfully
acquired engineering knowledge and managed capital building projects.
In the case of integrated steel mills, that was enough to create a bestpractice industry. Automotive manufacturing has not been able to transfer the intangible capital (total quality management, continuous improvement, design for manufacturing) required for lean production. The
semiconductor industry has not been able to transfer the design skills
needed for higher-value-added chips.
40. Our projectson Brazil (McKinsey Global Institute, 1998b) and Latin America
(McKinseyGlobal Institute, 1994a) show how otherdevelopingcountrieshave failed to
efficiently transferbest-practicecapitaltechnology. Unlike POSCO,the steel industries
in Brazil, Mexico, andArgentinabuilt small, poorlylaid out plantsthatthey dramatically
paid too muchfor (corruptionwas a majorproblem)andoverstaffed.The same was true
in telecommunications.
41. Dollar and Sokoloff (1990) found a differentdichotomy. Using 1963-79 data,
they found that within manufacturingtotal factorproductivitygrowthhad been high in
textiles and otherlight and mediumindustriesand low in such heavy industriesas steel
and chemicals. This suggests that as of 1979, Korea had masteredsome engineering
challenges, but not all of them. We find thatby 1995 Koreahad acquiredthe remaining
engineeringknowledgebut still lagged in managerialknowledge.
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It is very hard to transfer certain types of intangible capital. The
U.S. auto industry has not caught up to Japanese industry in productivity because it has not fully transferred lean production to all its products
and plants. Aside from Intel, profits have been scarce in the semiconductor industry worldwide. As well as its strong design skills, Intel,
like Microsoft, has an advantage it inherited from IBM. It sets the
industry standard. It is thus not surprising that Korea found it difficult
to catch up to best practice in many sectors, particularly when it decided
not to allow foreign direct investment.
-Capital has been misallocated within and among industries. Government policy has strongly affected the allocation by controlling or
influencing the banks, making funds available to some industries and
discouraging borrowing by others. In some cases this worked. In steel
the investments earned a high rate of return and (until the crisis) there
was no overcapacity. In telecommunications an efficient network was
set up. However, in autos, semiconductors, and confectionery, the
chaebol's access to funds encouraged overinvestment. Cronyism and
outright fraud undermined the efficiency of the government-controlled
capital allocation system. In addition, direct industry regulation prevented some profitable investments from being made and distorted others. Regulation prevented investments in modern retailing. In milling,
automation investments with very short estimated payback periods were
not made because of regulations that inhibited the consolidation of the
industry.
Even taking the regulatory environment as given, companies did not
always make economically rational decisions. Access to bank lending
may have encouraged overinvestment, but the chaebol generally had
the owners' funds at risk and still retained an incentive to make wise
investments. In practice, we found from interviews and from working
with companies that their decisions were based on gaining market share,
not on profitability. We have noted the overcapacity in auto manufacturing and the large investments in semiconductors despite very uncertain profit prospects. In confectionery, companies overinvested in new
production lines but did not make investments with good payoffs in
packaging automation. Banks used information technology much less
than would have been justified on profitability grounds.
Our findings about the structure of financial institutions and the misallocation of capital suggest some causes for the financial crisis. The
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crisis had several elements, including an overvalued exchange rate and
contagion effects from other Asian economies. But the case studies
have revealed some more fundamental problems that made the Korean
economy vulnerable.
The reason the crisis in Korea occurred in 1997, instead of earlier or
later, is that a crisis in Thailand in 1997 spread to other Asian countries.
Crises are often associated with a shortage of liquidity, and this was
certainly the case in Korea, where foreign lenders refused to roll over
loans because they perceived the risk as being too great. Indeed, some
observers have likened the crisis to a speculative panic that spread to
different countries in the way that panic selling on the stock market
will drag down most or all companies. And there is some truth to this;
a shift in investor expectations certainly took place.
But blaming the crisis in Korea entirely on panicky overreaction to
events elsewhere in Asia is not plausible. Following the crisis in Thailand, only a handful of countries around the world were forced into
crisis. Why some and not others? The crisis in Korea did not occur for
some months after Thailand's, and not until there were bankruptcies
among the chaebols (most notably Hanbo steel where $5 billion was
lent to finance a minimill that would have cost $1 .5 billion in the United
States). Certainly, events elsewhere in Asia changed the assessment of
risk, but there were deeper problems.
The crisis in Thailand spread because it forced a reappraisal of the
risks of lending in East Asia.42 Banks in the West and especially in
Japan had believed the risk of lending to these countries was very low
because of their rapid growth and the support the governments were
giving to the banks. Once lenders started looking seriously at the fundamentals, they found severe problems, problems that had in fact existed for some time. A 1994 McKinsey Global Institute study of capital
markets reported:
"The case of Korea illustratesthe cost of providing large amountsof
credit that are not allocated by the market. . Directed credit has led
to very high levels of non-performingassets in the banking system. In
1993, Korea had a ratio of non-performingassets to total assets of 10
42. We said earlier that Japanand Korea are on very similar growth paths. Japan
may well show how an economy with some of the samefundamentalproblemsin lending
and investmentdecisionmakingas Korea can have a financialcrisis without having a
liquiditycrisis.
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peak of the savings and loan crisis in the United States duringthe late
1980s, this ratio was less than 2 percentof total assets."43
From a limited number of case studies we cannot prove an argument,
but our observations strongly suggest why there were nonperforming
loans. The rate of return on capital in many industries had been driven
down, and this was not because the overall capital intensity of the
economy had become particularly high. Rather it was that capital investment had been concentrated in certain industries so that their capital
intensity had reached or exceeded U.S. levels while productivity remained weak. Moreover, even within companies capital use was often
poor. Thus capital productivity and the return to capital were low.
Specifically, we found in autos, semiconductors, and confectionery that
capital intensity was about the same as in the United States but productivity was much lower and the gross return to capital was only one-half
to two-thirds that in the United States.
The concentration of investment in export-oriented manufacturing
was clearly encouraged by the government, in part through its influence
over the lending decisions of banks. Individual lending decisions were
politically influenced and in some cases involved outright corruption,
as with the Hanbo loan. The careers of top bank officials were determined more by politics than by their lending performance, and bank
officers were rotated so frequently that there was limited accountability.
These factors made possible companies' poor investment decisions.
Properly regulated, profit-maximizing lenders would have demanded
that better investments be made.
And yet the entire explanation does not lie with the lenders. The
owners of the chaebol that made poor investment decisions had significant amounts of their own money at stake. Although Korea's 1995
debt-to-equity ratio of 3:1 for manufacturers is high compared with the
1.7:1 average for the United States, this still means that owners of
Korean companies were contributing 25 percent of the firm's capital.4
43. McKinseyGlobal Institute(1994b, chap. 2, p. 8). Nobody likes the smartaleck
that says "I told you so," but in fact we, and no doubtothers, did tell them so. There
was a GlobalInstitutepresentationin Seoul in March 1994 on problemloans.
44. The companiesthat went bankruptrecently(amongthemHanbo, Sammi, Jinro,
and Kia) were probablymore highly leveragedthan averagewhen they made their illfated investmentdecisions and thus more prone to moralhazard.But investmentswith
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It is hard to see how it was in their interests to overinvest just because
banks were willing to lend them the money. Furthermore, with the
important exception of DRAM manufacturing, most of the overinvestment does not appear to have involved gambles that went wrong.
It is hard to see how investments involving excessive product proliferation in processed food and those focusing on volume instead of quality
in the automotive industry would have paid off even in a Panglossian
world. And even though the focus on DRAM chips was a gamble, the
companies involved had substantial equity in other businesses, which
they were putting at risk.
If Korean companies had such a strong incentive to make good investment decisions, why were their decisions so bad? One culprit is the
absence of capital management skills. Measures such as return on invested capital and economic value added were not used by Korean
firms. Financial statements tracking the true contributions and returns
earned by individual subsidiaries, business units, and products were
not available, even internally. Few companies measured their operational performance, especially their capital productivity, against best
practice.
The high-growth environment in Korea from the 1960s through the
1980s reduced the need for these management techniques and thus
crippled the incentive to acquire them. If capital could be obtained from
banks (often at negative real interest rates), it was not hard to find a
profitable investment. Overcapacity problems were solved with a few
years' growth, and land appreciation was rapid enough that even otherwise uneconomic investments could be justified on the grounds that
they created an excuse to speculate in land. At the same time that capital
availability increased in the 1990s, the conditions that had helped make
investments profitable changed: land appreciation ended in 1991, and
GDP growth slowed in 1996.

Alternative Growth Paths
These results raise two important questions. First, could Korea have
grown as fast or faster if it had adopted a different development stratlow returnswere madeby almostevery largeKoreanfirm, includingthe most financially
sound.
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egy? Second, what should it do to enhance its growth prospects? We
have some thoughts on the first of these questions, but not a clear
answer. We believe that there is a clear answer to the second question,
however. We estimate Korea's future growth potential under different
policy approaches.
Reviewing the Past
Korea has followed the Japanese path of input-driven growth with
long hours of work, high rates of saving with funds channeled into the
industrial sector, a strong export orientation, strict limits on "nonessential" imports and direct foreign investment, and strict zoning laws
and other restrictions on the distribution system. These characteristics
describe both economies' approach to development.45
This path carries penalties for productivity, illustrated by Korea's
experience.

-Limiting direct foreign investment forces domestic industries to
attempt to master best-practice technologies on their own. For best
practices in the automotive industry (lean production), semiconductors
(design of non-DRAM chips), processed food and telecommunications
(marketing, capacity management), and banking (credit risk assessment), this has proven very difficult.
-Channeling funds into priority sectors is easy to overdo. Industrial
policy and government control of bank lending may be helpful in the
early stages of economic development, particularly when capital markets are undeveloped. Whether or not this is the case, Korea retained a
directed approach too long and overinvested in favored industries while
restricting or discouraging investments elsewhere.
-Exposure to best-practice competitors can be beneficial. In earlier
work for the McKinsey Global Institute we found that exposing companies to best-practice competitors encourages them to be more productive. Limiting foreign competition in Korea meant that many domestic companies did not feel the pressure to be more productive.
Although we suspect that Korean consumers would have been better
45. Thereare of course differencesbetweenthe two economies. Japandevelopedits
own first-ratecapital goods industry,reducingthe importrequirementsfor growth. It
also has large foreign exchange reserves and has avoided a currencycrisis, althoughit
is facing a bankingcrisis.
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off with a less restrictive policy environment, we do not have enough
evidence to replay Korea's history. We do not know whether the long
hours of work and the high savings could have been mobilized in a
more open and consumer-oriented economy. We do not know whether
more direct foreign investment or imports competing against infant
industries would have encouraged greater productivity or have led to
infanticide.
Alternative Growth Policies for the Future
In this section we describe alternative growth scenarios that Korea
might achieve under different policy regimes. We take 2000 as our
starting point, with the idea that the current crisis will have passed by
then and that reform legislation could have been implemented.46 We
estimate the growth potential for ten years through 2010.
We are not making forecasts, and we have excluded many important
variables, such as monetary and demand-side variables, as well as social
factors. The main novelty and contribution of this exercise is to use the
case study results and McKinsey's knowledge of industries worldwide
to make rough estimates of potential labor productivity growth. In the
alternative scenarios we assess the extent to which alternative policies
would or would not allow this potential to be realized. We are not
looking for precise estimates but rather a quantitative judgment as to
whether policy differences are significant. Given space constraints we
cannot do justice to the material. Readers are referred to the full Korea
report.47

The policy scenarios we examined follow.
-Scenario 1: Assumes no fundamental reform and that the government continues to be a significant factor in directing economic development. We estimate that GDP per capita growth would drop to
3 percent a year, and Korea would remain vulnerable to another financial crisis. This growth path would represent a continuation of the
Japanese path, where per capita growth dropped from 7.5 percent in
1964-74 to 3 percent in 1974-84.
46. Using 2000 to startgives us a dilemmabecause the most recent actualdata we
have is for 1995. Therefore,we simply assumethatthe stateof the economythatexisted
in 1995 prevails in 2000. To the extent that this is not true, our estimate of the future
would have to be adjusted.
47. McKinseyGlobal Institute(1998a).
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-Scenario 2: Assumes the financial and manufacturing sectors are
reformed but not services and construction. We estimate that growth
would be higher, at 4 percent a year for GDP per capita, and that the
risks of another financial crisis would be averted. Employment in manufacturing would decline by about 20 percent over ten years as firms
faced competitive pressure. However, there would be a lack of good
jobs opening up in services, so workers would be forced either into
low-productivity or subsistence employment.
-Scenario 3: Assumes reforms to services and construction as well
as manufacturing. We estimate that per capita growth could be as high
as 6 percent and that services would provide employment opportunities
for displaced manufacturing workers. Manufacturing growth would actually be higher than under scenario 2 because the greater income
growth generated in services would increase the demand for manufactured goods.
Our first step then was to figure out the growth potential in each of
the case study industries under different policy regimes. In no case did
we assume new technologies or formats were developed. Instead, we
examined the likely diffusion of best practices. More specifics are given
later and in the McKinsey Global Institute report, but the idea was to
use the experience of other countries to see how rapidly diffusion occurs
in a less regulated environment and then modify this to reflect different
factor endowments of land or skilled labor. In scenarios 1 and 2 we
estimated how continued restrictions would slow this diffusion process.
Using the cases as a guide, we then extrapolated to the broader sectors
of the economy to estimate potential productivity growth by broad
sector of the economy. 48
To move from potential productivity growth by sector to overall
growth requires an estimate of how expenditure is allocated by sector
as income growth proceeds. In a general equilibrium exercise, estimating income and price elasticities for the outputs of the different industries could do this. Instead, we took a simpler approach and looked at
current and historical data on the distribution of output by industry in
other countries as they passed through the levels of income that Korea
48. Real GDP in 2010 is measuredin 2000 (actually 1995) relative prices (except
for semiconductors).This means that even if one of our scenarios were to play out
exactly as described,the actualmeasuredgrowth2000-2010 would be slower thanthe
ratesgiven here.
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would reach in each scenario. We then used this historicalexperience
to provide a benchmarkfor the likely changes in Korea's distribution
of outputas it grows. In doing this we recognizedthatKorea'semphasis
on heavy industrialdevelopmentwill affect its futureeven if the policy
environmentchanges. In short, Korea will not look exactly like the
United States looked at a similar level of income.
The level of aggregate labor input is based on currentforecasts of
laborforce growthplus an assumptionthathoursper workerdecline by
1 percent a year, as occurredin Japanwhen its income reached comparablelevels. Given the productivityestimates and the output distribution, there is an implied distributionof employment.
One approachon the capital input to growth would be to estimate
the likely saving rate in Korea and thus the availabilityof capital. We
took a different approach.We made estimates of the capital requirements for each sector of the economy, takinginto account, for example
in retailing, the investmentin new constructionneeded as modernretail
formats are introduced.This may miss some nuances of capital-labor
substitution as factor prices change, but it draws on the pattern of
investment seen historically elsewhere. We then aggregatedup to an
estimate of the amount of capital requiredin each of the growth scenarios. We assumed that this much capital will either be available
throughdomestic saving or foreign borrowing. If too much saving is
available, it will flow into foreign lending.49
To illustrate the approach,we look at the specifics for scenario 3.
We then summarizehow scenarios 1 and 2 differ.50 Table 6 illustrates
the estimates made of the potentialfor growth in the case study industries. The exhibit shows where the industrywould standrelative to the
United States in 2000, where it would reach in 2010, and the implied
growth rate over time.
McKinseyhas detailedknowledgeof all the majorsteel plantsaround
the world. The natureof best practicesin each element of steelmaking
can be assessed. The 5 percentgrowthassumedfor the Koreanindustry
is in line with the rate of increase this industry has achieved in the
recent past. In scenario 3 we assume that productivityis increased in
49. In a similar study on Brazil we also examined the foreign exchange and skill
requirementsfor growth. In Korea our judgment was that these factors should not
constraingrowth.
50. Additionaldetail can be found in McKinseyGlobal Institute(1998a).
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Table6. EstimatedLabor ProductivityGrowth, by Selected Industry,Scenario 3
Index: U.S. 1995 productivity = 100
Industry

Steel
Automotive
Confectionery
Wet cornmilling
Semiconductorsa
Telecommunications
Retailbanking
Housingconstruction
Retail
Average

Level in 2000

Level in 2010

CAGR
(Percent)

108
48
43
24
52
64
76
69
32

180
120
110
100
70
120
120
100
75

5
10
10
15
3
7
5
4
9

53

94

6

Source: McKinsey. CAGR means compound annual growth rate.
a. Five-year forecast

this industryby greatercompetitive pressureon the minimills that results in improvedproductmix and increased automation.In the automotive industry,directforeign investmentby best-practicecompetitors
and the spreadof best practice as a result of more competition should
encouragethe industryto maintain 10 percentproductivitygrowth for
ten years ahead. At that point it would still be well below where the
Japaneseindustryis likely to be in 2010. In confectionerywe assume
direct foreign investmentimproves operationalefficiency and marketing. It forces a rationalizationof the product range and of plants. In
wet corn milling, competitionis assumedto cause industryconsolidation aroundtwo large plants (comparedwith fifteen currently).In semiconductorswe assume that the Korean industrydoes not try to move
into more advancedchips. Instead, the weaker DRAM manufacturers
exit the industry."1
In telecommunicationsthe main improvementresultsfrom increased
utilization as privatizationbrings greateremphasis on marketingand
overall incomes increase. In retail bankingit is assumedthatthe industry moves towardelectronic funds transferand that specialized players
introducehigher-value-addedproducts.Both constructionandretailing
evolve as a result of opening up zoning and the ability of the industries
51. In the semiconductorcase we use Bureauof EconomicAnalysis deflators,which
imply massive productivitygrowth for both the U.S. and Korean industries. The 3
percentgrowthreportedhere is relativeto the U.S. level of productivity.
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Table7. EstimatedLabor ProductivityGrowth, by Sector, Scenario 3
Index:U.S. 1995 productivity= 100
Last 10-year

2000-10
CAGR
(Percent)

Level in 2000

Level in 2010

CAGR
(Percent)

Personalservices
Businessservices
Utilitiesandtransportation
Trade
Construction
Manufacturing
Agriculture

30
40
55
30
60
40
15

70
70
100
70
100
85
30

4
1
7
4
3
7
5

9
6
6
9
4
7
7

Total

36

73

6

7

Aggregate sectors

Sources: OECD; McKinsey. CAGR means compound annual growth rate.

to attractfunds. The constructionindustrybuilds more single-family
homes and higher-value-addedmultifamilyhomes. Retailing moves to
a combinationof discountersand high-service formats
Table 7 shows the estimatedextrapolationto the broadersectors of
the economy. The potentialgrowth in personalservices and wholesale
and retail trade were both assumed to be similar to that in the retail
tradecase. Growthin business services was takenfrom the retail banking case. Utilities and transportationwere assumed to reach the 1995
U.S. level by 2010. The resultsfromthe telecommunicationscase were
used as a guide in setting this assumption.Growthin constructionwas
based on the housing constructioncase, while the manufacturingcases
were used as the guide to potential growth in overall manufacturing.
Productivitygrowth in agriculturewas assumedto be more rapidthan
in the past because of the pull of workersout of this sector, with rapid
employmentgrowth in services occurringunder scenario 3.
Figure 15 shows the predicteddistributionof outputif the productivity growth by sector given in table 6 is realized. This implies an 80
percent increase in GDP per capita over the ten years and would put
Korea at about the same level as the United States was in 1988. We
explored the output distributionsof a variety of countries and found
enough similarity in the patternthat we felt confidentin using an adjusted U.S. distributionas the benchmarkfor this scenario.We adjusted
the assumed2010 Koreandistributionaway from the 1988 U.S. output
distributionbecause of the starting point, giving a somewhat larger
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Figure 15. Per Capita Output GrowthPotential, Korea Scenario Three
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share of output to agriculture, manufacturing,and construction and
correspondinglysmaller shares to the remainingsectors.
Table 8 shows the assumptionmade about capital productivity(the
output-capitalratio). We suggest that capital productivityon average
would stay the same in the economy, at slightly above the U.S. level.
This reflects the increase of outputper unit of capital in the manufacturingand industrialsectors, where there has been overinvestmentand
misallocation, and the decrease in service sectors where therehas been
underinvestment.
Table8. Estimated Capital ProductivityEstimate by Sector, Scenario 3
Index:U.S. 1995 = 100
Level in 2000

Level in 2010

andutilities
Manufacturing
Servicessectors

80
150

100
110

Total

105

107

Sectors

Sources: OECD; McKinsey.
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Figure 16. Korean InvestmentRequirement,Capital Stock per Capita
Current
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Sources: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; and McKinsey.
a. Thirty percent investment rate required (18 percent business investment rate). Investment in residential housing (8
percent of GDP) and government investment (4 percent of GDP) are assumed to remain constant.
b. Based on generalization of capital productivity estimates.

Figure 16 translatesthese findings into an investment rate, taking
depreciationinto account. There is a dramaticshift in the location of
the capital implied in these numbers. Whereas the current business
capital stock is split roughly two-thirds manufacturingand one-third
services and construction,the 2010 stock is split close to half and half.
The business investmentrate requiredfor this scenariois 18 percentof
GDP; more than half of the new investmentwould be in services and
construction.The overall investmentrate would be around30 percent.
The message from scenario3 is fundamentallypositive. We findthat
Korea has the potential to increase its GDP per capita by 80 percent
over ten years. It has the ability to absorblarge additionsto its capital
stock withoutrunninginto diminishingreturns.Indeedit needs to maintain a very high investmentrate to realize its potentialfor growth.
This does not mean that Koreawill actuallyfollow this path. It may
findthat its saving ratefalls once regulationson the economy are lifted.
It may decide not to attemptsuch a comprehensiveprogramof deregulation. It may runinto political conflict as some companiesshed workers-indeed, this has alreadyhappened.Scenarios 1 and 2 provide our
estimates of what might happenwith less reform.
If there is no fundamentalchange in Korea (scenario 1), we would
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expect much slower growth. In manufacturing,productivity growth
slows sharplyin the capital-intensivesectorsas the gains frominvesting
in leading-edgeequipmentare exhausted."2We assume that productivity growth in large labor-intensive industries that we did not study
explicitly, such as apparelandlight electronics, would continueat about
their recent growthrate. Overall we would expect manufacturingproductivity growth to be 4 percent a year. For similar reasons, banking
productivitygrowth would slow as investmentopportunitiesare filled
within an unchangedindustry structure.Continuedtight zoning laws
would restrict the development of more productiveretailing and residential constructionindustries.
Extrapolatingto the broadereconomic sectors, we estimate that the
potential for labor productivity growth in the market economy as a
whole is 4 percenta year. Thatis not bad comparedwith the growthof
economies at the leading edge. There would still be some catch-up
going on. But it is well short of the potential with comprehensive
reform.
Withoutany change in the environment,capital productivitywould
continue to fall, from 5 percent above the currentU.S. level to 15
percent below it. With declining capital productivity and declining
growth of output, the business investment share of GDP requiredfor
this scenario is very high, around20 percent. The overall investment
share would then be 32 percent. To avoid confusion resulting from
everythingchanging at once, we keep the path of labor input the same
as in scenario 3, even though income growth is lower. By 2010, GDP
per capita would be 35 percent above its startinglevel, an increase of
3 percenta year.
Although we describe the specifics of this "no change" scenario,
we believe that it may not be feasible. Very high investment levels
wouldcontinuedespitefalling returnsto capital. The chancesof another
financialcrisis would be considerable.And given thattherehas already
been one crisis, savers might be unwilling to provide the capital to
continuein the same way. It may not be possible for Koreato go as far
down the Japanesepath as Japandid.
If there were reformsof the financialand manufacturingsectors but
52. Industryby industryspecifics are given in McKinseyGlobal Institute(1998a).
In the case of semiconductors,we assumethatKoreancompanieswill try unsuccessfully
to move into higher-value-addedchips.
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no reformsin services andconstruction(scenario2), the outcomewould
be both better and worse than in scenario 1. There would be more
productivitygrowthin manufacturing(we estimate6 percenta year) as
greateropenness, combinedwith improvedlending procedures,would
resultin moretransferand adoptionof best managerialpracticeandless
misallocationof capital. And there would be more productivitygrowth
overall (at 5 percent compared with 4 percent). With less wasteful
capital spending, capital productivity would remain stable, and the
shareof business investmentin GDP would fall to 15 percent.The total
investment share would be 27 percent. This scenario has the largest
share of GDP available for consumptionor for net foreign investment.
These figuresare calculatedon the assumptionthatthe level of labor
input that applied to the other scenarios-unemployment at about 5
percent-remains the same. However, the release of labor resulting
from increases in manufacturingproductivity would be substantial.
With growth in modern services choked off by regulation, workers
would be forced either into agricultureor low-productivityservices,
notably retailing formatssuch as stalls, kiosks, and street markets.
In practice, labor input in this scenario might not be comparableto
that in scenarios 1 and 3. Instead, unemploymentmight rise. If there
were increases in unemploymentinsuranceand other transfersto the
point that the available low-wage jobs became unattractive,or if minimum wage rates made such jobs unavailable, workers released from
manufacturingor new entrantsto the labor force would remain unemployed.
The lesson that we drawfrom the three scenariosis that comprehensive reform is by far the most attractivepolicy option. It allows the
country's growth potential to be realized. It reduces the chance of
anothercrisis. It createsnew employmentopportunitiesandpulls workers out of subsistenceagriculture.The alternativesrunthe risk of either
allowing a new crisis or creating increased underemploymentor unemployment.

Conclusion
We find four main lessons from this microeconomic approachto
understandingindustriesin Korea.
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-Korea's rapid growth has included a mixture of successes and
failures, with a distinctpatternto the differentoutcomes. In integrated
steel, telecommunications,and DRAMs Korean industries were successful in purchasing and efficiently operating best-practice capital
technology. In this respect, Korea succeeded where other developing
countries such as Brazil had failed. Korea was less successful in acquiringthe design, marketing,and organizationalpracticesessential to
high productivityin the automotive, processed food, and banking industries. And even in the "success" industriesof semiconductorsand
telecommunications, the lack of design and marketing skills was a
constrainton performance.To some extent this problem occurredbecause acquiring design and managerial skills is difficult, but it was
mademoredifficultby Korea's strategyof self-relianceandrestrictions
on foreign direct investment.
-Low productivity and low returnscontributedto the crisis. Although other macroeconomic factors no doubt contributed, Korea's
recent economic crisis is at least partly due to the low returns that
resultedfrom the low productivityand concentrationof capitalin manufacturing.Thus we agree with Paul Krugman'sview that despite Korea's low overall capital-laborratio, rapid investment and declining
capitalproductivityhelped cause the crisis.53We would disagree, however, at least for Korea, with his attributionof overinvestmentto a
moral hazardprobleminvolving uncapitalizedborrowerswith nothing
to lose from making risky investments. We found numerousexamples
of poor investmentsmadeby companieswith substantialequity interest.
-Korea needs comprehensivereformto encouragea returnto rapid
growth. Regulation that protects health and safety, encourages competition, and deals with externalityproblemscan workto make markets
more efficient. The case studies of Korean industry identified more
intrusive and distorting forms of regulation that have caused a misallocation of resources and prevented the productive evolution of
industries.
In all the countries we have studied, economic growth involves a
decline in agriculturalemployment and at a certain point a decline in
the share of employmentin manufacturing.If Korea is to continue to
grow rapidly, it mustopen up the nonagricultureandnonmanufacturing
53. Krugman (1998).
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partof the economy, particularlyservices. This would create new jobs
and new investmentopportunities.Unless restrictionsare lifted in services, particularlylanduse restrictions,the rise of productivityin manufacturing and formal agriculturewill release labor that will either
become unemployedor will be forced into subsistence activities.
-Opening up the economy to internationaltrade and investment
will encouragereformin banks and companiesand will transferskills.
Korea appears to have suffered from an unfortunatecoincidence. It
deregulatedits capital marketsand increasedthe availabilityof capital
at precisely the time at which a slowing of growth and of the inflation
of landprices madeprofitableinvestingmuchless automatic.To resolve
this problem, bank loan officers must be trained in loan assessment
skills and evaluatedon the basis of how well their portfolios perform.
Business managersmust move away from the goal of maximizingmarket share and instead use cost and profitabilityas criteriafor success.
How are these things to be accomplished?Legal and regulatoryframeworks can do much. A crucial mechanism, however, is to force domestic companies to compete against internationalbest practice.

Appendix
Our methodology for measuringtotal factor productivityat both the
aggregate and industrylevels was to assume a Cobb-Douglasnet production function with factor sharesreflectedby the sharesof labor cost
and gross returnto capital (EBITDA)in value added. For the aggregate
we excluded both GDP andcapitalinputassociatedwith residentialreal
estate. Outputand labor and capital input were measuredas follows.
We made cross-country output comparisons either by converting
value addedto a commoncurrencyusing an industrypurchasingpower
parity or by using a single or composite physical measure of output.
For the aggregate, as well as for automotive,processedfood, semiconductor, retail, and construction industries, we used the approachof
value addedat PPP. The PPPs for the aggregateand constructionwere
fromthe UN InternationalComparisonsfor 1985 updatedusing national
deflators.Forprocessedfood we constructedourown PPPby surveying
prices in supermarketsin both the United States and Korea, then adjusting the prices for distributionmargins and taxes to get a factory-
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gate PPP. For the automotive industry, we used census data on the
value of factory shipments and number of vehicles shipped to estimate
the average factory-gate price of a car, and then adjusted for size,
content, and quality to get the average price of a comparable car. Our
quality adjustment came from comparisons of the U.S. prices of comparably sized and equipped U.S., Japanese, and Korean cars. Semiconductors are a global commodity. Our industry practice claimed that
domestic prices of semiconductors do not differ from world prices, so
we used the average market exchange rate as a PPP.
In banking, telecommunications, and steel, we used physical output
measures. In steel we weighted the tons produced of individual products
by the average value added per ton of that product, then adjusted for
cross-country differences in the extent of vertical integration. For banking we used a methodology based on one developed by the U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics. We measured the number of payments transacted
and deposit and loan accounts maintained and weighted the number of
accounts using industry estimates of their labor intensity. We then
calculated separate productivity measures for the employees in the three
functions and calculated overall productivity weighing by the employment share of the country in the numerator of the functional productivity
measures. This produces the same result as if we had weighed the three
functional outputs using their labor requirements in the denominator
country.54
In telecommunications we used a similar approach for measuring
labor productivity. Eighty-five percent of telecommunications labor requirements are driven by network size and 15 percent are determined
by call volume. So our labor productivity measure is close to access
line per hour worked. In contrast, almost all telecommunications capital
is used to produce calls, not maintain access lines. So our capital
productivity measure is call minutes per unit of capital stock, which
can be decomposed into call minutes per line (network utilization) and
lines per unit capital stock.
Labor input was simply hours worked. As was discussed in the
aggregate analysis, we did not adjust for years of schooling.
We measured aggregate and industry capital input using a perpetual
inventory method (PIM) with sudden death depreciation and standard54. See Baily and Zitzewitz (1998) for details.
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ized asset lives for all countries. The asset lives for the aggregate were
forty years for structures and fifteen years for equipment. For industries
we estimated asset lives based on interviews and industry knowledge.
In banking and construction we were unable to calculate capital input
because we could not separate assets used in the production process
from those held by producers as investments. In steel we had access to
a proprietary McKinsey database containing information on all steel
capital equipment in the countries studied that allowed us to value the
steel assets at current replacement costs. This database yielded results
similar to a PIM for the United States and Korea, but yielded a lower
result for Japan, probably because it correctly captures the retirement
of excess capacity in Japan since the early 1970s.
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Comments

Comment by Barry Bosworth: This paper has two major objectives.
First, it uses some industry-level data and case study work of McKinsey
and Co. to extend the macroeconomic framework of growth accounting
Second, it seeks to provide some insights into the causes of the 199798 economic crisis and the policies needed for recovery. The industrylevel analysis is a major extension of previous studies of Korean
economic growth. It takes a more negative view of Korea's accomplishments in arguing that although the overall rate of capital investment has
been very high, significant portions have been misallocated with a
resulting large decline in the rate of return. I was less convinced by the
second argument that the declining return to capital was a major cause
of the economic crisis.
Previous studies, based on aggregate data, concluded that despite
the extraordinarily high rates of economic growth achieved in Korea
over the past quarter century, the contribution of gains in total factor
productivity (TFP) has been surprisingly modest. Instead, the growth
in output per worker has resulted primarily from rapid increases in
capital per worker. The emphasis on capital formation as the primary
source of growth and the modest contribution of TFP are surprises
because one would think that countries that begin with levels of technology far below best practice would find it easier to concentrate on
copying the technologies of more advanced economies. Capital accumulation, in contrast, is hard work-it requires sacrifices of foregone
consumption that are not easy to achieve in poor societies. In addition,
the stress on capital formation would not appear to be sustainable because ultimately it will drive down the rate of return.
Baily and Zitzewitz argue that the emphasis on capital accumulation
309
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has already reduced the rate of return to capital to a low level that
threatens future growth prospects. In addition, they maintain that the
low rates of TFP growth are reflective of structural problems that have
distorted the allocation of capital. Those same structural problems contributed to the economic crisis. The conclusion is that comprehensive
economic reform is a precondition for a return to high growth in the
future.
A major strength of this paper is the measurement of outputs and
capital inputs in comparable international prices. This makes it possible
to make cross-national comparisons of the level, as well as the rate of
growth, of labor productivity and TFP. For example, Korea has about
the same level of total inputs (capital plus labor) per capita as the United
States, but it generates only about half the level of gross domestic
product. The mix of inputs is also quite different as Koreans work
longer hours than Americans, but the amount of capital per worker is
still well below the U.S. standard. The comparisons with Japan and the
United States suggest that Korea has been able to obtain best-practice
capital and technology on international markets at competitive prices,
but it has been far less successful in applying best-practice management
skills.
The microeconomic analysis of eight Korean industries reinforces
the conclusions of the aggregate analysis in finding consistent evidence
of modest gains in TFP, but it goes beyond that research in documenting
cases of poor investment choices. Levels of capital per worker in some
industries are close to the U.S. levels, but the corresponding estimates
of TFP lag far behind. Some of the results, however, contrast sharply
with conventional wisdom. The government-owned integrated steel
mills appear to be world class, whereas the privately owned minimills
are quite inefficient. Similarly, the telecommunications industry is still
dominated by a state-owned firm, yet it has a relatively efficient network. The number of access lines per worker is comparable to the
United States, but the utilization of those lines is far below that of the
United States. The authors trace the difference to the reliance on per
minute pricing of local calls in Korea compared with fixed monthly
rates in the United States-Koreans spend much less time on the telephone than do Americans.
I do have some reservations about the results, however. The microeconomic extensions do raise a question of whether they are represen-
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tative of Korean industry as a whole. How were they chosen? Are these
simply industries for which past studies of McKinsey and Co. had
developed data? Certainly they do not represent balanced samples of
the overall economy. Second, microeconomic studies have difficulty
fitting the analytical framework of the aggregate analysis with the data
available at the industry level. Information on investment and the capital stock is particularly limited at the level of individual firms and
industries.

In addition, I would question the emphasis placed on measures of
output per unit of capital, that is, capital productivity. Many past studies
have focused on labor productivity because of its close link to real
wages and living standards. Also, the change in output per worker can
easily be partitioned between the two critical components of the growth
process: the contribution of increased capital per worker, and gains in
TFP-the efficiency with which the inputs are used. The same logic
does not apply to the concept of capital productivity. The general message of the paper is that capital is poorly utilized in Korea as measured
by the low average ratio of output to capital. But, by that same measure,
the productivity of capital is estimated to be higher in the service sectors
of Korea than in the United States (see the authors' figure 4). The
scarcity of capital in the service sector should not be interpreted as
evidence of efficiency in its use. If a measure of capital is available, it
seems preferable to focus on changes in TFP and the amount of capital
per worker, and not on the ratio of output to capital.
Finally, the authors place great emphasis on a low return to capital
in Korea as evidence of excessive reliance on capital formation. However, although the OECD data they cite show a decline from a very
high level in the mid- 1980s, the rate of return is still comparable to that
in other industrial countries. During the same period, the real return on
debt instruments has remained basically unchanged, suggesting a large
decline in the risk premium in Korea. That should be seen as a positive
development. Korea cannot sustain its high growth in the future by
relying on growth in the capital stock that exceeds growth of output
without driving the rate of return to low levels; but that return is not
yet at a crisis point. Capital per labor hour in Korea is still only about
a third of that of the United States and Japan.
Korea does have a very high ratio of debt to equity, but that is an
inevitable consequence of its extraordinarily high growth. Individual
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enterprises cannot finance high growth solely out of internal funds. Yet,
in all countries debt, not equity, issues are the dominant source of
external finance. The debt-equity ratio is low only in countries with
relatively low growth rates, such as the United States, that have only
limited need for external finance.
I am particularly doubtful that the falling rate of domestic profit and
a loss of investor confidence played a major role in Korea's economic
crisis. The economy was growing rapidly in the months before the
currency collapse, and there was little evidence of investor concern in
financial markets. The suddenness of the collapse is more reflective of
a liquidity crisis triggered by the crises in other parts of Asia. Korea
had an extraordinarily low level of reserves relative to its short-term
foreign liabilities. The exchange rate collapse initiated in turn a sharp
fall of domestic demand; and when the government increased interest
rates in an effort to support the exchange rate, highly leveraged enterprises went into default on their loans, bringing down the banking
system. The crisis and subsequent recession seem much more reflective
of failures in the financial system than the real sector.
Comment by Larry E. Westphal: This is a particularly timely and
especially valuable contribution to our understanding of the performance and prospects of the Korean economy. 1 The authors have given
us a unique perspective on Korean development, one derived from
painstaking and carefully conducted microeconomic empirical work of
the sort that one wishes could more often be done for diagnostic purposes as well as to inform theoretical analysis. I have no reason whatsoever to doubt the essential validity of the findings with respect to the
TFP (total factor productivity) levels and growth rates of the industries
studied, or to question the detailed portrayals of their comparative
strengths and weaknesses. Of course, one might reasonably wish that
the sample of industries were more diverse-for example, that other
important manufacturing industries having somewhat different characteristics, such as textiles, had been sampled. But one has to agree that
the sampled industries include several that have been considered key to
Korea's success in the manufacturing realm, certainly by those commentators who have lauded Korea's approach to development.
1. Thanksare due to HowardPack for helpful reactionson the draftof these comments.
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The authors motivate their analysis by asking if the economies of
East Asia "need to undertake fundamental economic reform to resume
a path of strong economic growth?" Their answer, for Korea at least,
is a resounding "Yes." In support of their answer, they marshal a
considerable body of evidence pointing to allocative and managerial
deficiencies, and they deploy alternative policy scenarios that suggest
the need for major changes in development strategy and economic policy. Although the evidence surely compels agreement that there is substantial scope for improving the productivity of the Korean economy,
the scenario analysis is, to my mind, at best only weakly suggestive for
those who were not a party to its construction. I will accordingly have
nothing further to say about it. Rather, I will focus my comments on
the context in which the authors place their analysis. Although I concur
with the view that major reforms are warranted, I do not agree with the
authors' principal arguments in support of this conclusion.
The context of the authors' analysis is decidedly neoclassical. This
is clear from its general tenor as well as from the judgments made in
relation to specific findings about the impact of various government
policies in the promotional and regulatory spheres. The pursuit of more
liberal policies would, in the authors' view, have avoided the apparent
deficiencies without, in all likelihood, seriously sacrificing any of the
past growth. Perhaps this is so; surely many economists of liberal
persuasion would agree with the authors in this regard, and I do wonder
if anything I could say here would convince them otherwise. Be that as
it may, my reading of comparative development performance persuades
me that such deficiencies are a generally inescapable transitional cost
of the pronounced structural changes that typically accompany fastpaced growth. This is not in any way meant to deny their existence or
to minimize their magnitude; nor is it meant to imply that Korea's
performance could not have been better in at least some respects. But
it is to argue that one should not gauge Korean performance against an
unattainable ideal of complete allocative and managerial efficiency.2
Unless one believes that the transfer of technology can be costlessly
undertaken and its complete assimilation immediately achieved, this
2. A considerablebody of researchemploying frontierproductionfunctions shows
that this ideal is not even achieved in the advancedcountries-in all industriesmany
firmsuse otherthanbest-practicetechnologies.
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ideal is all the more implausible when applied to an economy that has
been engaged in catching up to the global technological frontier.
There is surely no point in time over the past three decades for which
a similarly conducted empirical investigation would not have uncovered
deficiencies of comparable extent, magnitude, and seemingly probable
cause. Thus a neoclassical reading of the authors' empirical findings
effectively proves too much; that is, it does unless one is persuaded, as
many analysts are not, that Korea's past development success occurred
largely in spite of, rather than significantly because of, its government's
interventionist practices.3 In short, such investigations cannot by themselves be legitimately used as the basis for arguing the necessity of
"fundamental economic reform," which I take to mean reform that is
systemic in the sense of radically changing the nature of the policy
regime and the institutions that importantly guide resource allocation.
To be compelling, the argument for so sweeping a change in development strategy requires the weight of vastly more evidence than is afforded by such an investigation, which is far more directly and immediately relevant to gauging the need for modest adjustments within the
framework of an established development strategy.
But the authors do not simply focus on microeconomic departures
from efficiency in stating their case for fundamental economic reform.
They also importantly rely on the view that Korea has experienced
disappointingly slow TFP growth insofar as factor accumulation has
been the principal source of its growth. That they do so is particularly
apparent in their introductory discussion, but the view is pervasive
throughout their analysis. Has Korea's TFP growth performance in fact
been disappointing? The answer, not surprisingly, depends on one's
perspective. Considered comparatively, it can not fairly be termed at
all disappointing. In the mainstream's consensus assessment, which
reflects crosscountry estimates by Young and by Collins and Bosworth,
Korea's TFP growth rate (whether aggregate or in manufacturing) over
the 1960s through mid-1990s is seen to have been distinctly above the
average in comparison to both developing and developed countries, but
it is not seen to have been at all extraordinary or atypical.4 As they
3. The WorldBank's (1993) reporton the East Asian miracleis one of many studies
thatarguesthe efficacy of the government'spractices;others, as shownby Wade(1994),
find that the Bank's reportseriously understatestheircontribution.
4. Young (1995); Collins and Bosworth (1996). Nelson and Pack (forthcoming)
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note, the authors' TFP growth estimates are broadly in line with this
assessment. Accordingly, their view of disappointing performance cannot be considered consistent with the mainstream understanding of comparative TFP growth experience; Korea has distinctly not been an underachiever in terms of productivity growth relative to other countries.
Their view is consistent, however, with the widespread and seemingly
plausible expectation that developing countries have the potential to
experience atypically rapid TFP growth.
This expectation flows from old notions of "economic backwardness" a la Gershenkron as well as from contemporary growth theorizing. The central proposition is that developing countries can experience
exceptional productivity performance by successfully exploiting the
vast backlog of modern technology that is readily available for their
use. But is there any evidence that this is in fact so? No, there is not,
at least not insofar as one accepts the mainstream understanding of
comparative TFP growth performance. In particular, the possibility of
extraordinary TFP growth appears to be contradicted by the consensus
view of East Asian experience. If, as in the mainstream perception,
none of the East Asian "miracle economies" has experienced exceptional productivity growth, then shouldn't this be taken as compelling
evidence against its possibility? Where else is one to look for confirming
evidence? Considering the contemporary period (from the end of World
War II to the present), there are no other cases of similarly remarkable
development success sustained over three and half decades.
There are two possible objections to the foregoing argument that the
record of contemporary development experience contradicts the hypothesis positing the possibility of extraordinary TFP growth. One is
that the mainstream' s consensus assessment of comparative TFP growth
performance is invalid; in particular, that it considerably understates
the TFP growth that has been experienced by at least some of the East
Asian economies. This is very probably so, but it is not pertinent to
argue the contention in any detail here. Suffice it to say that my reading
of the relevant literature has led me to the conclusion there are very
strong reasons for being agnostic about our ability to comprehend satarguethat above-averageTFP growthshould in fact be seen as extraordinarybecause it
was achieved in the context of an exceptionallyrapidrate of capital accumulation.My
argumentlater in these commentsaboutthe impossibilityof extraordinaryTFP growth
given the mainstreamappraisalcomplementsratherthancontradictstheirs.
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isfactorily the truth about comparative TFP growth experience; not only
are the available data problematic and most likely inadequate, the tools
of analysis are also probably insufficiently discriminating in important
respects.5 As an agnostic in this matter, I have no particular reasons for
not accepting, for the sake of argument, the mainstream perception.
Moreover, the authors' analysis is clearly premised on this perception
and can thus legitimately be appraised within it.
The other objection to the denial of the possibility of extraordinary
TFP growth is that East Asian experience would not be pertinent if
technological development in these economies could in any way be
considered inadequate, such that they failed in attempting to realize the
potential gains from technology transfer. But a careful reading of the
reasonably extensive, albeit largely qualitative, body of research on
technological development among developing countries leads one to
exactly the opposite conclusion.6 Seen comparatively, the East Asian
economies-Korea,
Singapore, and Taiwan in particular-have been
atypically very attentive to technological development and have pursued
what appear in most respects to have been atypically very sensible
approaches at the national as well as enterprise levels. Reasoning from
the mainstream perception of comparative TFP growth performance, it
would thus appear that exceptional productivity performance (at least
in the contemporary world) is a chimera, comparable to the ideal of
complete efficiency. Why might it be so; where is the flaw in reasoning
leading to its expectation? It must lie in a mistaken view of the costs of
technology transfer relative to its potential benefits. In fact, a reasonably large body of microempirical case study research does show that
the costs are far from being trivial.7
To summarize the foregoing: Taken at face value and in light of the
comparative record of development performance, the authors' evidence
does not support their view that there is something fundamentally wrong
with the Korean economic system. To see Korea's TFP growth performance as disappointing, or disappointingly slow, is to be inconsistent
with the historical record, both comparatively and (within the mainstream perception) expectationally. In turn, where the authors prefer to
5. See Nelson and Pack (forthcoming)on the latterpoint.
6. See, for example, Hobday (1995) and Kim (1997) on East Asia in comparison
with Lall (1987) on India.
7. Evenson and Westphal(1995).
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appraise the evidence from a particular set of ideas about the nature of
successful development, it is consistent with the inadequate state of our
understanding of the development process simply to take the evidence
as providing rich documentation about certain aspects of arguably successful development. We lack a sufficient, empirically well-grounded
theory of successful development from which to reach strong evaluative
conclusions on the basis of a single set of observations. Embedded
within this general critique is a narrower observation: the authors seriously underplay the many cases of remarkable microeconomic TFP
performance that they have uncovered, giving them only rather begrudging acknowledgment. In this respect the authors appear to be far
more attentive to the allocational deficiencies than to the productivity
achievements that are surely no less at the heart of the development
process.
The authors are highly circumspect in relating their empirical findings to the severe crisis that overtook Korea in 1997. Given their neoclassical predisposition, one should not doubt that they would have
argued the necessity of fundamental economic reform even absent the
crisis. One might wonder, though, if their argument would have been
so forcefully expressed. But this is of lesser concern than the likelihood
that some readers will believe that the crisis somehow confirms the
authors' analysis. Such a conclusion would be doubly wrong. Insofar
as the authors' findings pertain to underlying systemic problems in the
operation of the Korean economy, they are not really relevant to understanding the nature of the crisis. In turn, as argued above, the evidence of such problems is not to be found simply in the authors' detailed
appraisals of productivity performance, but rather in the full details of
Korea's contemporary economic history. The authors' appraisals form
but one small, yet nonetheless extremely valuable, contribution to the
overall understanding of that history.
It is by now well appreciated that there was no single cause of the
Korean crisis; analysts agree in recognizing multiple sources but differ
in the relative weights that they attach to each. Nonetheless, most agree
with the authors in assigning considerable importance to overinvestment
as a proximate cause.8 But was excessive investment the result of systemic maladies; was it secular or cyclic in nature? While it is true that
8. See Chote (1998) and the referencescited by the authors.
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Korean economic management at both the macroeconomic and enterprise levels has long been characterized by a bias toward excessive
investment, the degree of overinvestment that was experienced in the
several years prior to the crisis was highly aberrational. In the authors'
most telling observation about the relationship of the crisis to overinvestment, they note that nearly half of Korea's total investment in
semiconductors by the time of their study had been made since 1995.
In the light of much other evidence (which the authors could very
usefully have surveyed insofar as they chose to focus on the crisis)
suggesting greatly excessive investment during this period relative to
plausible estimates of demand growth in various sectors, one could well
conclude that Korean economy was caught, as were many other East
Asian economies, in a frenzy of manic investment behavior fueled by
the hubris engendered by past success and global expectations of more
to come. This is essentially correct; the crisis is best understood in
terms of the periodic cycles of boom through fragility to bust that seem
still to bedevil capitalist economies in their vigorous youth if not beyond. In short, there is nothing singularly unique about the Korean
crisis that would tie it significantly to systemic problems in the economy's operation. The crisis was prototypically cyclical in nature; it was
not the consequence of secular tendencies.
Nonetheless, the Korean economy has for some time been infected with
systemic weaknesses that warranted resolute attention even though they
remained largely benign.9 They were first manifested in Korea's big push
to develop the so-called "heavy (largely metals and engineering-related)
and chemical industries" in the mid-1970s, which led to an economic
crisis spanning roughly 1979 to 1981 (Korea's only other post-1960 crisis
of major proportions). Excessive, misdirected investment also played a
major role in this earlier crisis, but with an importantdifference; the cause
was largely the government's highly overt, interventionist direction of the
investment. The crisis led to a serious effort of systemic reform in many
areas that was at best only somewhat successful in accomplishing the
stated objectives, which were entirely liberal in character.Even so, activist
government intervention in the direction of investment was very greatly
reduced. Continued recognition of the need for furtherreform effort in all
9. SaKong (1993) and Soon (1994) well state the case that this is so.
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of the initial areas resulted in a series of only partially successful reform
undertakingsthat continued up to the present crisis.
What has made fundamental systemic revision so very difficult in
the Korean setting is the critically consequential interaction between
policy and institutional changes. This is well seen in the attempts to
reform the highly problematic financial system and (not unrelated)
chaebol structure of enterprise management and functioning. In both
cases the central problem lies in the inability to generate appropriate
institutional structures from those that already exist. Policy reform in
the absence of radical institutional change can easily lead to severe
difficulties; this is no better illustrated than by the other cause of the
current crisis to which considerable importance has been generally assigned-the reckless short-term borrowing that was enabled by the
relaxation of capital controls in an institutional setting of repressed
financial development and insufficient prudential oversight. In short,
institutional change is the essential element, one seemingly not easily
achieved in the Korean context.
I am thus far less sanguine than are the authors that the liberal recipe
for fundamental economic reform-however right it may be in terms
of the proper direction, if not extent, of systemic change-can achieve
the complete extension of the East Asian miracle in the Korean case.
To put the same point another way: in watching for signs of the restoration of the Korean miracle, I will be far more attentive to institutional
than to policy changes. Here is where the major contribution of the
authors' empirical investigation is to be found. In highlighting Korea's
deficiencies in the transfer of "managerial knowledge," the authors
have identified and given meaningful substance to a multidimensional
institutional failing of obviously great importance in gauging Korea's
strategic needs. Although they do not draw particular attention to it in
their summary discussions, the authors have also documented serious
problems of a more general nature in the areas of labor management
and labor relations, which equally merit strategic attention. Finally, the
authors' investigation importantly identifies Korea's services sector as
being an area to which considerable investment should be directed.
Whatever the changes finally made in Korea's development strategy,
they should surely address these elements uncovered by the authors'
diagnosis of the deficiencies of Korea's precrisis development strategy.
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Authors' Response: Both Bosworth and Westphal are skeptical of the
role low returns to capital played in the recent crisis in Korea, noting
that returns on average were comparable to those in other OECD countries. Our paper, however, highlights several large manufacturing industries that had high capital intensities and low returns. These were
the industries that were borrowing (directly or through intermediaries)
from abroad. We recognize that many factors contributed to the crisis
and argue simply that poor investment decisions made Korea more
vulnerable to crisis. Bosworth objects to the use of the concept of capital
productivity. The ratio of output to capital is a standard one, reported
routinely by the Bureau of Labor Statistics for the United States (see
the bureau's Web site). It can be misunderstood, as indeed can the
concept of labor productivity, but it can also be useful, particularly in
understanding returns to capital. Westphal takes issue with our implication that total factor productivity growth in Korea could have been
faster, even though it was already well above average for a developing
country. We acknowledge fully in the paper that Korea has performed
better than most developing countries. An advantage of our detailed
case studies, however, is in allowing us to see where Korean industries
have had problems and where a new policy environment might alleviate
those problems. Whether this environment is interventionist or liberal
is much less important than the need for a shift in focus-away from
promoting rapid investment concentrated in specific sectors and toward
encouraging productivity growth and broader-based investment.
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